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INTRODUCTION TO THE NOTES
The Notes that follow are meant to supplement, and not to replace, the translation
of the book Shaft Weaving and Graph Design by Olivier Masson and Francois Roussel,
hereinafter referred to as M&R. All quotes and references are to the translation. The
Notes’ organization is as follows: a summary of M&R’s entire book is provided,
summarizing and identifying book sections of interest to weavers and expressing my
opinion regarding sections that are of less interest to weavers. This summary is
designated Part One – Content Summary. It is followed by Part Two – Detailed Notes
and Guide, which follows the organization of Shaft Weaving and Graph Design.
Frequent page references are incorporated into the Notes so that the reader can more
easily relate the Notes to the book.
A reviewer of these Notes commented that Shaft Weaving and Graph Design
reminded him of a book “Mathematics Made Difficult”, saying that this is “Weaving
Made Difficult by Mathematics.” It is my hope that these Notes will allow weavers
without a great deal of math in their backgrounds to get through this book. Many of the
notes made will hopefully trigger some mathematical memories and help the reader to
appreciate some of the connections between weaving and mathematics. Even if the
reader feels completely un-mathematical and skips all the parenthetical explanatory math
notes, much of what M&R wrote should be more understandable with the help of these
Notes. Wherever I have made a “note” to the reader to explain or to supplement what is
written in the book, I have used the format: [Note: explanation].
During the summer of 1999, several weavers provided support and specific
technical advice, including Alice Schlein and Marguerite Gingras. Additionally, two
weavers with very strong math backgrounds reviewed the Notes as I wrote them and
made invaluable contributions to their clarity, while also catching many errors. They are
Max Hailperin and Ralph Griswold. I am very grateful to both for the time and care they
took reviewing this work. Many of the insights contained in these Notes are courtesy of
Max and Ralph. And I must take all the credit for any remaining mathematical errors
that exist herein.
Finally, special thanks must go out to Janet Forrest, who was the very first person
I found as anxious as myself to clarify this book. We have had several years of email
conversations on this work and on how best to make the translation more intelligible to
weavers who do not have the French edition. Janet added many editorial and interpretive
comments to these notes that I believe weavers will find very useful.
I’ve learned a great deal about designing and weaving from this book. It has a lot
to offer weavers at all levels of expertise. I hope that these Notes will help to make the
contents of the book more accessible to all who are interested.
Anne Wells
May 2000
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PART ONE - CONTENT SUMMARY
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OVERALL ORGANIZATION
Shaft Weaving and Graph Design is divided into three Parts. Each Part has a
separate Table of Contents, physically placed with that Part of the book, and the chapters
and sections within each Part are separately numbered. As an organizational assist,
placing page 186, which is an overall Table of Contents, in front of page 6 will help in
figuring out the book’s flow. Within each of the three major Parts, there are Sections
that separate major ideas. Each Section contains its own set of chapters, separately
numbered. Thus, there may be several “Chapter One’s” within a single Part, as each
Section will contain a Chapter One.
At a very high level, the book’s information is organized as follows:
Part One - the mathematical background and theory used by Parts Two and
Three;
Part Two - the tools and techniques to be used in Part Three, plus some additional
math background; and
Part Three - presentation of two classes of techniques that can be used to produce
weaveable fabric.

PART ONE - MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Part One contains the development and explanation of several mathematical
models of the weaving draft. These models are developed in succession, each one more
realistic than the one preceding it. Based on the models, several interrelationships of the
threading, tie-up, treadling, and drawdown are defined. Most important of all is the
definition of the fabric formula, which is:
F = TR o (TU)-1 o T
where TR is the treadling, TU is the tie-up and the (-1) indicates the inverse function, T is
the threading, and F is the fabric drawdown.
Section A (3 chapters, pages 9-12)
This section defines the parts of a weaving draft and the terms to be used
throughout the book. The only significant differences between these terms and terms
currently used by American weavers are (1) the drawdown, which M&R call the “fabric”,
and (2) a direct tie-up, which M&R refer to as a “straight” tie-up.
Needed for Part Two: yes
Needed for Part Three: yes
Of interest to weavers: yes
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Section B (3 chapters, pages 13-59)
This section develops the representation of the draft’s components (tie-up,
threading, treadling, drawdown) first in terms of real functions. The purpose is to show a
mathematical relationship between the components, and ultimately to show that the
drawdown (or “fabric”) can be shown as a function of the threading and treadling when a
direct tie-up is used.
Much of this section depends on using monotonic functions to represent the
curves (if one “connects the dots”) created by the threading, treadling, and drawdown).
With this assumption, M&R are able to develop relationships between the draft elements.
They also spend some time looking at the rate-of-change, or slope, of these lines as well
as the direction of the slope. Once they show that the drawdown curve is a function of
the treadling and threading, they are able to show impacts on the drawdown of various
changes in slope of the treadling and threading as well as impacts due to the differences
in direction of slope of the threading and treadling. They show the impact on the
drawdown of expanding and contracting the threading and treadling curves.
M&R conclude the first portion of this section by noting that functions used to
represent the threading and treadling lines are usually neither continuous nor monotonic.
They address the issue of dealing with non-monotonic functions by noting that the
functions can be divided, piece-wise, into sections each of which is individually
monotonic. Thus, one can separate the drawdown elements in order to have sections that
are monotonic and for which the characteristics developed earlier in Section B apply.
The next portion of Section B develops a more refined and realistic mathematical
model of the fabric draft components. M&R note that “curved lines” usually are not
adequate to represent the tie-up or treadling, and that weaving is based on a finite number
of threads, treadles, and shafts rather than the infinite number assumed by use of
continuous functions. So, they develop a model of the draft based on use of relations
defined on an interval of points. Many definitions are provided, and some constraints are
defined. The constraints do not in any way detract from the accuracy of this model for
weaving, however. Eventually, M&R are able to show that the drawdown is exactly the
composite of two relations: TR (treadling) and T (threading). This model is developed
assuming a direct tie-up.
Once this model is defined, M&R show how it can be used to understand the
impacts of change to one part of the draft on the drawdown. They discuss
(mathematically) reflections and rotations around vertical and horizontal lines of
symmetry. They introduce a fair amount of math to get this done.
The final chapter of this section briefly introduces a third mathematical model -one that uses a matrix to represent each element of the draft. M&R then quickly show
that, using logical operations, the matrix representation nicely supports the calculation of
TR o T to get the drawdown. Subsections 2 and 3 of this final chapter would have been
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better if their order had been reversed: the notations and concepts used in subsection 2 are
not explained until subsection 3.
Needed for Part Two: no
Needed for Part Three: no
Of interest to weavers: limited
Section C (2 chapters, pages 59-66)
This section finally considers the problem of developing a mathematical model
for the draft in which a direct tie-up is not used. To do this, M&R immediately transform
the tie-up into a direct tie-up and show how one can then find the mathematical
representation of the drawdown.
The second half of this section is used to develop the concept of multiple draft. In
short, the multiple draft contains two or more versions of the threading, tie-up, and
treadling which generate the same drawdown and are related as F = TR o TU-1 o T.
The math preceding this portion of the book is used to develop the multiple draft concept.
Needed for Part Two: yes (concept of multiple draft)
Needed for Part Three: yes (concept of multiple draft)
Of interest to weavers: limited
Section D (6 chapters, pages 67-82)
In spite of its title (First Practical Consequences of the Weaving Formula), this
section has some very intensive math. It does not contain practical weaving information,
per se. The first two chapters, although brief, look at more ways to represent a weaving
draft, and for the most part, make their points through more mathematical manipulations
of “the weaving formula.” The third chapter looks at the impacts of exchanging warp
and weft (or threading and treadling). Most weavers will recognize this as the concept of
turned drafts, which M&R develop mathematically.
Chapter 4, one page in length, focuses on the tie-up for a draft having a straight
threading and straight treadling. M&R simply make the point that the drawdown is the
mirror image of the tie-up with respect to the first diagonal (a diagonal line drawn
through the tie-up box).
The final two chapters of Part One are very mathematically intense. First, in
Chapter 5, M&R show how to calculate the treadling (or pegplan) once the fabric
drawdown and threading are known. They also show (mathematically) the way to
generate numerous drawdowns from a single threading that are related to the originally
desired drawdown and which contain elements of the original drawdown. Second, M&R
show that the fabrics which are “treadled as threaded” under some circumstances contain
useful symmetries in the drawdown. They show that for “treadled as threaded” fabrics,
symmetry in the tie-up results in symmetry in the drawdown.
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Needed for Part Two:
no
Needed for Part Three: no
Of interest to weavers: yes, but this requires making one’s way through a lot of math, or
one can focus on just the diagrams.

PART TWO - TRANSFORMATION BASES
M&R use various transformation bases to alter the threading, tie-up, and treadling
in a draft. These bases are used to alter the threading in order to change the shaft order,
or to reduce the scale of the design, or to enlarge the scale of the design. The bases are
used to make corresponding changes to the tie-up and treadling.
M&R spend considerable time first explaining the mathematics of transformation
bases before applying these ideas. In the application of transformation bases to weave
drafts, M&R provide insight into the effects on the designs, particularly curves, of
various types of transformation bases. They discuss both telescoping and digitizing, and
they provide some guidance regarding when each should be used at the end of this Part.
Section A (3 chapters, pages 85-108)
This section provides the mathematical background -- and definition of terms -for Section B of Part Two. Chapter 1 introduces the idea of mathematically changing the
threading, tie-up, and treadling but leaving the draft’s drawdown unchanged. The idea of
a “transformation base” is introduced, which is called B throughout, and which acts on
the elements of a draft in various ways. The term “amalgamated threading” is
introduced. It means a threading that is equivalent to the original threading, but one in
which the visual organization of the original threading is obscured from view.
Needed for Part Three: no
Of interest to weavers: no
The second chapter introduces the concepts of digitizing and telescoping. Both
are used to reduce the number of shafts used by a particular draft, but each method results
in a different “look,” particularly for curves. A digitized curve has a stair-step look to it,
while a telescoped curve has a set of harmonics that surround the original curves and
lines. The final look of a digitized or telescoped set of curves and lines depends on the
exact process used for the digitizing/telescoping (this is described in Section B).
Needed for Part Two: yes
Needed for Part Three: yes
Of interest to weavers: yes, even if just the diagrams are examined
The final chapter in this section poses the problem of combining two drafts.
M&R motivate this discussion by pointing out and contrasting the versatility of a straight
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draw threading but its small repeat size, with the large repeat size but lack of versatility in
a complex threading. The remainder of the chapter looks at how to combine two such
threadings into one, using a brute force, shaft expensive technique. This is most
commonly referred to as a “blended draft” in the U.S., and is described in several
weaving magazines and books.
Needed for Part Two: no
Needed for Part Three: no
Of interest to weavers: limited (because it is better explained elsewhere in handweaving
literature)
Section B (3 chapters, pages 109-120)
The focus of these chapters is the practical application of telescoping. There is
very little math in this section. However, the language of Section A is used extensively,
as is the multiple draft notation.
The section starts with a presentation of two drafts, one showing “line effects”
and one showing “surface opposition” effects in the draft’s drawdown area. The first part
of Section B, Chapter One, then looks at the impacts of various telescoping techniques on
the drawdown emphasizing “line effects.” Chapter Two looks at the impacts of
telescoping and digitizing on the second example (“surface opposition”). The final
chapter pulls together the highlights from the first two chapters and also provides
guidance to weavers regarding the choice of telescoping versus digitization. From the
many examples provided in Section B, non-mathematical weavers can get a good idea of
how telescoping and digitizing work.
Needed for Part Three: yes
Of interest to weavers: yes

PART THREE - CONTEXTURING
This part of the book is focused on how to create new designs and weaves using
the tools and techniques M&R discuss in the first two Parts of the book. The word
contexturizing is used to describe the process of taking a profile design and creating a
complete weaving draft for it. Whereas the first two Parts have many theoretical
techniques and tools for developing and manipulating designs, this Part is more focused
on how to manage the real world constraints of weaving theoretical designs.
All of Part Three is of interest to weavers.
Section A (3 chapters, pages 123 - 156)
All of Section A is directed toward designing with block profiles and how to
create a practical weave from a block profile design. In Chapter 1, M&R give seven
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examples of how to turn a particular block profile design into something one might be
able to weave. In particular, this chapter looks at ways to generate weaving drafts for
block profile designs that use varying numbers of shafts. Options for large numbers of
shafts as well as options for just four shafts are provided in the examples.
While the first chapter relies on traditional structures known to most weavers, the
second chapter encourages the weaver to try new threading arrangements to obtain more
unique weave structures. Included in this chapter are ways to use binding threads, ways
to change the balance between binding/pattern threads, ways to expand blocks, and ways
to make dependent blocks, independent. There is also some discussion of tie-ups that
may be used with different block profile designs.
The final chapter looks at how best to use the telescoping techniques developed in
Part Two with block profiles. M&R discuss how telescoping works differently for
independent blocks (blocks which have no pattern shafts common with other blocks) and
dependent blocks. They provide advice regarding what kind of design is most amenable
to telescoping (line effects rather than surface effects).
Section B (4 chapters, pages 157 - 174)
This section explains methods of drafting using an initial. It includes various
ways to manipulate and select the initial to achieve specific design and weave effects.
The first chapter introduces the idea of a network and of an initial. M&R
emphasize that networks are built in such a way that one can identify (and weave) two
opposing weaves. In this section, opposing weaves are weaves which offer strong
contrast to each other in texture, pattern, or structure. M&R show various ways to
achieve this.
The second chapter explains how one can design a curve on a network and begins
to show how a networked curve behaves for different choices of the required two
opposing weaves. M&R provide six examples of opposing weaves at the end of this
short chapter. One sees the relationship between the initial and the weave structure(s)
selected for the two opposing weaves.
A great deal of information is presented in the last two chapters of this section.
Various approaches to minimizing harmonics are discussed, use of telescoping is
analyzed, and some different ways to work with curves are suggested. There are many
examples provided to the reader.
Section C (2 chapters, pages 175 - 184)
In this summary section, M&R pull together all the ideas presented in the first two
sections. In the first chapter, they show six different ways (using both blocks and initials)
to transform a simple block profile design to a complete weaving draft. There is cross-
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over and blending between these techniques, which M&R have previously minimized for
the sake of clarity of presentation.
A second set of six examples, not related to each other, is provided in the second
chapter. These examples are meant to inspire the designer to try new ways of using the
techniques of this book.
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PREFACE
(Titled Warning, page 5)
M&R state that the objective of the book is, using the power of the computer, to break
loose of traditional weaving structures commonly associated with handloom weaving.
Using the computer software developed by Masson (his POINTCARRE), M&R wish
to explain the mathematical and theoretical basis for more complex structures and for the
associated design techniques in this book.
M&R compare the “near infinite” number of shafts of the Jacquard loom to the small,
finite number of shafts on the handloom. This book seeks to help handweavers make the
most of those finite number of shafts. [Note: Throughout the book, M&R repeatedly note
the many new design tools available to weavers via the computer. A great part of the
impetus for this book seems to be the -- as viewed by M&R -- powerful new design
capabilities offered via the computer which make possible design techniques previously
too labor intensive to be of much value or interest to handweavers.]
ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK (Table of Contents)
Part I - Mathematical models of the draft, threading, tie-up, and treadling. This is the
theoretical discussion on which latter parts of the book are based.
Part II - Transformation Bases: techniques to modify the threading, tie-up, and treadling
to accommodate the constraints of the finite number of shafts on a handloom.
Part III - Contexturizing: techniques to create new designs using old structures in new
ways, based on what is presented in Parts I and II.
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PART ONE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF THE FABRIC DRAFT

SECTION A

FABRIC DRAFT DEFINITION (page 9)

1- Representation of treadling, tie-up, and threading. (page 9)
M&R state that the fabric consists of two sets of threads perpendicular to each other.
They define the following representational conventions: the threading and tie-up are in
columns read from left to right, and the shafts are ordered in rows from bottom (shaft 1)
to top.
If one looks at this as though looking at a piece of graph paper, then in the tie-up the
number of columns = number treadles, and the number rows = number shafts. If for a
given pick some warp threads are raised, then those warp threads raised are not covered
by the weft and the corresponding intersection of warp and weft is a square on the graph
paper that is colored in. The result of coloring the squares to correspond to raised warp
ends in each weaving pick provides a graphical representation of the fabric (small scale,
bottom illustration of page 11). If one looks at a large scale graph (top illustration of
page 11), one sees the structure of this fabric.
2 - Representation of the tie-up (page 12)
In this section, M&R state that if one uses a direct tie-up, then one sees the complete draft
of the fabric in the treadling. (This is an unproved assertion at this point.) M&R note
that this is the treadling order one generally associates with the peg plan used for dobby
loom designing.
3 - How to represent the tie-up and treadling (given that two options exist) (page 12)
M&R discuss the pros and the cons of the above two systems. In the first system, where
the tie-up contains information regarding the structure of the fabric, the treadling that
results from this tie-up usually requires use of one treadle per weaving pick. In the
second system, where the treadling contains the information concerning the structure of
the fabric, a direct tie-up is used. They note that in actual operation, threading is the
fixed part of the weaving: the tie-up and treadling can be changed as weaving progresses.
However, they point out that for dobby looms, weaving information is concentrated in the
peg plan, and so they will begin with the direct tie-up type representation of the fabric
draft for Part One.
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SECTION B

PEGPLAN TYPE TREADLING, STRAIGHT TIE-UP,
THREADING

Chapter One - Representation of the fabric draft using numerical functions (page 13)
1 - Representation of a draft by a real function (page 13)
a. Notation
This section is where M&R introduce the idea of using mathematical functions to
understand the relationships between threading, tie-up, treadling, and the resulting
fabric’s arrangement of warp and weft threads. Their notation:
f = tr ( t (td) )
means that the threads, represented by td, [Note: td is a two letter variable: most of us are
accustomed to a one letter variable such as x, or n] are operated on by the threading t (the
function that defines how the threads are assigned to shafts in a threading), and are also
operated on by the defined treadling (the function tr) to produce f, the fabric design.
[Math Note: Written functions operate inside-out. Hence, one starts reading from the
right, inside the inner-most parentheses, and works one’s way out and to the left. In this
section, M&R talk about composite functions, e.g., tr o t. The small o is an operator used
to combine two functions. This, mathematically, is a composition (think combination) of
two functions in a specific order: tr and t. The example given is confusing because of
poor typing of the square root symbol. A letter V was used in combination with a straight
line above the function, and the two were not always properly joined. The symbol
−
desired is the radical sign: √ . ]
M&R use some standard math functions that result in curves, by way of example.
Nothing here is special to weaving; it is simply geometry and trigonometry. The only
point made is that there are simple math functions that can be used to represent curves.
At the end of this section, M&R state that they will deal with the following specific math
functions:
strictly monotonic, continuous functions [Note: not monotonous].
[Note: The reason for selecting these is probably several hundred years’ worth of math
accummulated from studying these functions, which in the world of math are considered
to be “well-behaved.” The tremendous amount of mathematical knowledge about
continuous functions makes them ideal for this study.]
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2 - Strictly monotonic, continuous functions (page 16)
M&R define these functions: they are functions which yield a line that is continuous (no
breaks, no holes, no gaps) and that is either always increasing (going up on a graph) or
always decreasing (going down on a graph) but which is never flat.
a) If you combine two strictly monotonic functions, the result is also a strictly
monotonic function; and
b) If one graphs the composite of two functions that are strictly monotonic
(remember, we are interested in tr o t, the composite of the treadling and
threading functions) then the area where the graph is drawn is divided into
two parts.
As the threading function is defined by M&R, it has the additional characteristic of being
(mathematically) a bijection.
With these assumptions, M&R prove that the area below the curve (shown in the area
where weavers expect to see the fabric drawdown) is directly related to the area below
the curve of the treadling function. M&R then note that we will be able to extend this
relationship to curves which are not strictly monotonic by looking at those curves in
sections and by demonstrating that for each section (where we choose the sections so that
each has a strictly monotonic curve) the relationship holds.
[Math Note: The equivalent concept is to look at certain functions to see that they are
what is called piece-wise continuous, piece-wise strictly monotonic, and so on.]
c) Rules on composing (combining) functions:
- The combination of two increasing or two decreasing functions is an
increasing function.
- The combination of an increasing and decreasing function is a
decreasing function.
[Note: These are stated without proof.]
d) Gradients
[Note: This is a mathematical term used to describe the rate of change of a function. In
two dimensions, a more common term is used: slope. All examples in this book are for
two dimensions, so the word slope could be used everywhere.]
M&R give several examples of gradients for straight lines and move directly on to the
abstract case of the two functions of interest: threading and treadling. They show that the
gradient of these two functions combined ( tr o t ) has a gradient equal to the combination
of each function’s own gradient.
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Now, M&R assume that the two functions T and TR are differentiable [Note: Not
derivable]. This particular assumption allows more nice things to happen,
mathematically. In short, at any point on the design curve, the gradient can be calculated
as the product of the threading and treadling functions’ gradients. [Note: Product here
refers to a mathematical operation that is not simple multiplication.]
e) Size variations
M&R describe eight design tools to vary the sizes of graphic designs. Each is well
illustrated to follow the text and each is the basis of a technique in a future section. All
tie-ups used in this section are direct tie-ups.
1. Straight Treadling. (page 21) This section looks at the consequences of
using a direct tie-up and then treadling in the successive order of the tie-up. M&R prove
that with the assumptions of this chapter, when one weaves with this tie-up and threading,
then one produces the threading in the resulting fabric (see top diagram, page 21).
From this, M&R show that if the slope of the line “created by the treadling notation”
using a direct tie-up is greater than one (1), the resulting fabric design line is elongated.
When the slope of the treadling line is less than one (1), then the resulting fabric design
line is shortened.
2. Straight (Draw) Threadings. (page 22) Now, M&R examine the case
where the line created by the threading is straight. With a direct tie-up, the treadling
order repeats the fabric design line. If one examines the slope of the line of the threading,
one can conclude that if it has a positive slope less than one (1), then the line of the fabric
design will be greater in width than the line in the treadling plan. If the line of the
threading has a positive slope greater than one (1), then the line of the fabric design will
be narrower than the line in the treadling plan (using a direct tie-up).
3. Height variation of the treadling. (page 23) This section looks at how the
line of the fabric design changes when the line of the treadling is heightened or shortened
(making the actual treadling sequence longer or shorter). This section continues the
assumption of a direct tie-up, and assumes the threading function to be a monotonic
(well-behaved) steadily increasing, curved line function. The authors prove that the
resulting fabric design line is heightened or shortened in the same proportion that the line
of the treadling is heightened or shortened.
4. Threading width variation. (page 23) With reasoning similar to the
preceding section and making the same assumptions, M&R show that as the threading
line is elongated or shortened, then so is the fabric design line elongated or shrunk, in
proportion.
5. Changes to threading width and treadling height. (page 24) Using the
math of the preceding sections, one may conclude that if the threading line is either
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elongated or shortened at the same time that the treadling order is lengthened or
decreased, then the fabric’s design line will be widened or narrowed and heightened or
shortened.
6. Proportional changes in both threading line height and treadling line width.
(Page 25) Changes in treadling line width here corresponds to increasing or decreasing
the number of shafts. In this section, M&R show mathematically that if the threading line
height and treadling line width are changed simultaneously in the same proportion, then
the fabric’s design line proportions are unchanged. M&R give a concrete mathematical
example to demonstrate this symmetry in threading and treadling. (It is this symmetry
that is carried to the curve design.) . They also note that there are practical limitations of
this theory: a reduction of shafts below a certain threshhold will affect the design line. In
this case, it will flatten the threading curve and change the design.
M&R introduce practical results of the so-far theoretical functions. For the first time,
they speak of digitized threading curves on fewer shafts. They introduce the reader to the
idea of contexturizing: this is a process that starts with a design, then has the weaver
make appropriate choices of weave structure(s) for the pattern and the background areas
of that particular design, and concludes with the production of a weaving draft for the
design using the structures selected. They illustrate that the designed curve will support
the choice of one weave structure (armure) within and another weave structure outside
the curve, maintaining the properties of each weave structure.
7. Reduction of threading height (reducing the number of shafts) with direct
treadling order. (page 27) This section looks at the specific example of a circle. The
simplest way to create the circle in the fabric’s design line is in the threading. With many
shafts, the design line is a good circle. With fewer shafts, M&R show that one can get a
good design line (circle, in this case) by increasing the height of the treadling in the
appropriate amount. In the example, one divides the number of shafts by 4 (or multiplies
by 1/4) and multiplies the treadling line length by 4. This effectively multiplies the slope
of the line of the treadling order by 4 and results in a design line which is close in shape
to that on the original with the full number of shafts.
8. Reduction of treadling width. (page 28) This section partners the
preceding section. It shows that with a straight threading line and a curved (half circle)
treadling line, one can decrease the width of the treadling line yet still preserve the
general shape of the fabric design line (a circle) if the threading height increases by the
same amount that the treadling line reduces in width. (This design tool is used in Part
Three.)
3 - Non-monotonic functions used to represent the threading and treadling. (page 30)
M&R comment that the line of the threading used by weavers is usually not that of a
monotonic function: real threading lines go up and down; they change direction. (The
corresponding function representing the threading increases and decreases.)
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M&R explain that by dividing the threading and treadling lines into sections that are
monotonic increasing or monotonic decreasing, one can show that since each section
adheres to the rules just presented in Section 2, then so does the entire curve. [Math
Note: They should really show that this holds at the intersections of the sections -- the
“joins” -- in order to make this statement. However, they do not.]
Finally, the authors conclude Chapter One by saying that while this chapter assumed all
functions were continuous; in actual practice, they are not. Therefore, a new (different)
mathematical model of the fabric draft is needed. This leads the reader to the next
chapter.
Chapter Two - Representation of fabric draft with relations (page 31)
This chapter begins with a brief summary of the previous chapter and study using real
numerical functions. It states the following in this regard:
the pros - the ability to study the design line’s direction of variation and slope,
and the amount of slope
- the consequences of extending (or stretching) the threading
- the consequences of extending (or stretching) the treadling
the cons - drafts are limited to a description of curves, which is convenient but
does not represent all the information in a typical weaving draft; they
do not show the separation of weave surfaces
- the curves studied are represented by infinite sets of points and hence
are at least piece-wise continuous, whereas the curves in a weaving
design have a finite, discrete set of points that defines them.
M&R say that a different representation is required which is a better match with reality.
They caution the reader that this new model requires more math, but that the results can
be summarized in a way understandable to all.
1- Representation of a draft with a relation (page 31)
a) Representation of drafts with relations
This section introduces M&R’s notation. N is used to represent the interval
[1,n] = (1,2,3,......n). [Math note: A function has certain properties that a relation does
not. A relation simply defines how one finds a number “y” once given the number “x.”
A function has the additional constraint that each number “x” in the domain corresponds
to a unique number y in the range.]
2 - Two restrictive conditions on the relations studied (page 32)
To provide a good match with the reality of a weave design, M&R require the following
properties of drafts in this section:
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a) there are no empty columns in the threading, or every warp thread is associated
with a shaft. [Note: Mathematically, this corresponds to saying that for every x, there is
some y which relates to that x, or the relation is defined everywhere.]
b) there are no empty rows in the threading, or in weaving, every shaft is used.
[Note: Mathematically, this means that the entire range is used by the relation and the
relation is called “onto,” or surjective.]
In addition to the threading, the same applies to the treadling (all treadles defined are
used) and to the tie-up (each treadle is tied to at least one shaft and vice versa).
M&R comment that in a future explanation of the technique of digitizing curves, there
may be some unused lines and/or columns, but this is not relevant to Part One. In fact, in
the remainder of Part One, these restrictions (that the relation is defined everywhere and
is surjective) are now globally assumed.
3 - A few definitions (page 33)
[Note: M&R offer some definitions, none of which is original. In many cases, the nonstandard English words make it difficult to recognize these as basic math concepts.]
a) Application: a relation is an application only if for each number in the domain
of the relation there is one number in the range and that number is unique. [Note: This is
the same definition as a function.] If one looks at a threading draft as the graph of a
relation, then it is also an application (function) if each thread is assigned to one and only
one shaft. Thus, any vertical line will cross the threading column in only one place if it
represents a function.
b) Injective relation: a relation is injective if every time two numbers in its
domain map to the same number in the range, then the two numbers in the domain must
be the same number. [Math note: This is also called “one-to-one.”] As one looks at a
graph of an injective relation, there can be only one filled square in a row. Any
horizontal line will cross the design or treadling graph in only one place.
c) Bijective relation: a relation that is both an application (function) and an
injection is a bijective relation. The graph of a bijective relation is crossed only once by
any horizontal line and only once by any vertical line. M&R note that if one looks at the
graph of a bijective relation with respect to weaving drafts, the area would be square with
equal numbers of rows and columns.
4 - Composition of relations (page 36)
a) Definition. This section discusses two relations which when operating together
form a new relation. The first sentence merely states that the domain of B is the range of
A. [Note: M&R put some weaving related terms into this otherwise pure math
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discussion. They use “width” in place of domain (number of columns), and “height” in
place of range (number of rows).] M&R note that the composition of two functions is
associative (can be regrouped) but not commutative (cannot be reordered). The two
relations named A and B are used as names for the rules which govern how the points on
the threading curve are organized (A) and how the points on the treadling curve are
organized (B). When one starts with a point x on the threading curve, using the relation
A one finds the correct point y which corresponds to a shaft. Then, one takes that point y
(the shaft) and uses the relation B to identify the point z, shown on the design drawdown.
These points are not unique, as shown on the diagram at the bottom of page 36. [Math
note: The small o is used to mean that the two relations A and B are combined.]
b) Fabric Draft (straight tie-up representation used). This section states that if the
threading is represented by the function T and the treadling by the relation TR, then the
drawdown F of the fabric can be written as F = TR o T. [Note: The inconsistency in
capitalizing T and TR adds to the confusion of this section. Also, although the definition
of F is very intuitive, there is no formal proof in this section that in fact F = TR o T.
Mathematically, based on the discussion, one would say that F is defined to be TR o T.]
5 - Inverse relation (page 38)
This section defines inverse relations. [Note: On occasion, but not always, the inverse of
a relation is its reciprocal. Therefore, it is more correct to use the word inverse rather
than the word reciprocal.] Several things are noted in this section about a relation A and
its inverse, A-1: the domain of A-1 is the range of A; the range of A-1 is the domain of
A; the inverse of A-1 is A; A is a function if and only if A-1 is an injection and
conversely. In the middle of page 38, the inverse of a relation A is illustrated. One
notices that the columns of A are the rows of A-1 , and the columns of A-1 are the rows
of A. The inverse of A was found by reflecting A around the diagonal line shown.
[Note: Some unusual notation, possibly from the translation process, makes this section
difficult to read. For example, the three short lines stacked on top of each other typically
have a vertical line connecting them on the right, creating a backward capital E (∃)
meaning “there exists.” When this is followed by a ! , for example ∃ !, that means “there
exists a unique ...”. Also, the capital C plus - (typed over each other) should be ∈, the
symbol for “is an element of,” and the capital V plus - (typed over each other) should
be an upside down capital A (∀) which means “for all.”]
6 - Symmetrical relation (page 39)
This section notes that a relation A is symmetric if A = A-1. When a diagonal line is
drawn through a design, one will see mirror symmetry on each side of the line.
Therefore, this fabric relation is symmetric.
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7 - First diagonal I, straight draft (page 40)
This section defines the identity function I (not the “identical application”). M&R note
that In is the first diagonal of a square that is n x n. They go back to the fabric design
function F = TR o T and note that if either TR or T is the identity function, then the
design F is equal to the treadling if T is the identify function or equal to the threading if
TR is the identify function. [Note: In this section, confusion may result from T being
replaced with A and TR being replaced with B.]
To say that the threading is the identity function is to say that the threading is a straight
draw. To say that the treadling function is the identify function is to say that there is a
direct treadling order. Visually, when one looks at the draft, the threading (or the
treadling order) would appear to be a diagonal line. In either case, since I o T = T and
TR o I = TR, one can confirm the above result with the mathematics. For example, a
straight draw threading means that T = I, so that in the equation F = TR o T one has F =
TR o I, or F = TR, as stated above.
8 - Inverse of the composite of two relations (page 42)
This section shows how to find the inverse of a composite relation. It simply says that:
(B o A)-1 = A-1 o B-1.
This can be generalized to the composite of several relations, as shown at the bottom of
the page for the case of three relations.
9 - Composite of a relation with its inverse (page 43)
a) Properties. First, M&R show that the composite relation A-1 o A is symmetric
and its graph contains the identity function, the diagonal I.
b) Treadled as Threaded. When one treadles as threaded, then the resulting fabric
design F is symmetric and contains the diagonal I. [Note: Although not directly stated,
one can see from the diagram that treadled as threaded implies TR = T-1. Thus, the
results from the previous sections apply here.]
c) Simplification rules. This section contains proofs of the following:
A is injective if and only if
A is a function if and only if
A is a bijection if and only if

A-1 o A = I
A o A-1 = I
A-1 o A = A o A-1 = I
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Finally, M&R show that all invertible relations are bijections, and that for a bijection, the
notions of inverse of a function and inverse of a relation coincide. They note that the
inverse of a function traditionally is written F-1, or the inverse of F.
10 - Involutive relation (page 47)
A relation is defined as involutive if it is both bijective and symmetric. Thus, A is
involutive if A o A = I (or, A is equal to its own inverse and bijective). [Math note:
There are other properties of involutive relations, but none of those are referred to by
M&R and they are not needed in the subsequent discussions.]
11 - Second diagonal (-I). Twill draft (page 48)
This section defines the second diagonal -I (not -1) as bijective, symmetric, and
involutive. [Note: The diagram at the top of the page uses I- in place of the correct -I,
and the final statements refer to In when clearly -In is meant. Throughout, the word
ensemble is meant to be set of points contained in an interval. Overall, the math notation
is quite awkward in this section. However, it is true that if x and y are members of the
interval [1,n], then the first diagonal can be represented by the function y = x. The
second diagonal is represented by the function y = -x and the interval, or set of points,
that x and y belong to is [-n, n]. An equally valid way to look at the second diagonal is to
consider -In as being a permutation on the interval [1,n] defined by y = n + 1 -x.]
12 - Calculations on straight twills and twill drafts (page 49)
This section provides rules for combining the first (In) and second (-In) diagonals. M&R
give a memorization technique, or mnemonic, (“memotechnical” way) using the four
illustrations (top of page 49): either two positives or two negatives yield I, whereas a
positive combined with a negative yields -I. These rules applied to twilled graphic
illustrations with isolated repeats of I and -I diagonals show the reader how to quickly
generate the correct directional inclination for any part of the graph.
13 - Geometric transformation of a draft (page 50)
a) Expression of a geometric transformation. In this section, a relation A is used
to represent the relation defining the design (an apple motif). The relation A is
manipulated to show the reader how various combinations of directional changes affect
the drawdown. Two examples are given to show the difference between -I o A and
A o -I. For the first, -I o A, the result is symmetric with respect to the horizontal (or, we
say that a horizontal line of symmetry exists between A and -I o A). No change is made
to the treadling, described by the function -I. For the second, A o -I, the result is
symmetric with respect to the vertical (or, we say that a vertical line of symmetry exists
between A and A o -I).
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Thus, by the proper composition of the relation A with the identity function I or I (and here, proper means choosing the correct order of composition of A and -I) one can
flip the design either vertically or horizontally to get its mirror image.
b) Expression of a general geometric transformation. This section discusses how
a single motif can be transposed and reversed around a line of symmetry. These
operations on a motif are defined by M&R as being geometric transformations. (The
textile design term is transposed.) They illustrate eight (8) of these on page 51. It’s
important to note here that the second row of motifs on page 51 is incorrectly identified:
the order of the labels on that row are reversed, left to right.
M&R state that there are various ways to transform a motif, geometrically. They
identify the following three in this section:
- by combining turns and reverses (vertical and horizontal reflections) of the
motif;
- by a combination of a symmetrical composition (using I or -I) and a rotation of
the motif;
- by combining symmetries of the motif with respect to the first diagonal (I),
inverse of the motif (M&R: reciprocal), and the second diagonal (-I).
Mathematically, this means looking at three transformations of A (and combinations of
these three transformations): A-1, -I o A, and A o -I. These three transformations provide
reflection across the main diagonal, reflection across the horizontal, and reflection across
the vertical.
Using these three, one can generate all eight simple geometric transformations of a motif.
c) Effects of symmetry on the fabric draft. This section shows via example and
mathematical proof that if there is a particular threading T, and its mirror image is created
by reflecting it around a vertical line of symmetry (T o -I), then the resulting fabric
design will also be the mirror image of the original design (with respect to a vertical line
of symmetry) and will be equal to F o -I.
If, instead, the treadling TR is reflected around a horizontal line of symmetry (-I o TR),
then the fabric drawdown also will be reflected around a horizontal line of symmetry
(-I o F).
Finally, M&R show via example and mathematically that a geometric transformation of
the threading with respect to the horizontal and a geometric transformation of the
treadling with respect to the vertical leaves the fabric design (F) unchanged. They point
out that these two transformations correspond to changing the shaft numbers from top to
bottom and the treadling from right to left. Combined, these changes have the effect of
canceling each other, so that the design is unchanged.
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This chapter ends with a set of examples showing various symmetric changes in the
threading and treadling with the resulting changes to the fabric design.
The last paragraph states that symmetry is bad for the fabric. Aside from design
principles, what M&R may mean to say is that depending on how symmetry changes are
made, particularly regarding the assignments of shafts and treadles, there is a good
chance of changing the fabric F to some other design which is not symmetrically related
to F. Just reflecting the threading around a horizontal line (without changing the pegplan)
is generally bad. Similarly, just reflecting the pegplan around a vertical line (without
changing the threading) is bad. They also warn the reader of “careless symmetry
changes” which destroy the stability of the fabric structure (see bottom illustration on
page 54). (Of course, reflecting the threading around a vertical line, or the pegplan
around a horizontal line, is a common design strategy producing an acceptable fabric.)

Chapter Three - Representation of a Fabric Draft with a Matrix (page 55)
This chapter considers a new mathematical representation of a fabric draft with a matrix.
1 - Definitions (page 55)
This section begins by translating the elements of a weaving draft to matrix format. This
is done by looking at the threading, treadling, and design as if each were drawn on graph
paper. The empty squares correspond to 0’s and the filled squares to 1’s. Elements of
the matrix A are: a(i,j) , where i is the column number and j is the row number of each
member of the matrix.
M&R state (without proof or further explanation) that the relationships previously
developed in Chapter 2 have a direct correspondence with this matrix representation of
the draft. They say that:
- the identify relation corresponds to the unit matrix;
- the inverse (“reciprocal”) of a relation corresponds to transposition of a matrix;
and
- a symmetric relation corresponds to a symmetric matrix.
2 - Product of the Matrix (page 56) [Note: section title and number missing.]
The next operation investigated is the one of continuing interest in this book: F = TR o
T. Here, M&R have changed the notation so that T (threading relation) is represented by
the matrix A, and TR (treadling relation) is represented by the matrix B. Thus, the
composition of TR o T is now written B o A. The composition of two matrices is simply
the product of those matrices. Mathematically, then if A is a m x n matrix and B is a
n x p matrix, their product (which is B o A) is the m x p matrix C which has its (i,j)th
entry:
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n
c(i,j) = ∑ a(i,k) b(k,j)
k=1
To get the M&R matrix result using this standard matrix multiplication, one must define
c(i,j) = min (1, the summation) .
This provides a very concrete way to calculate F = TR o T, when TR and T are known
and are in matrix format. [Note: While the calculations may quickly become unwieldy
due to the sizes of the matrices, as M&R pointed out in the beginning of the book, one
may turn to the computer for assistance in performing these calculations.]
Rather than use the normal numerical matrix product and then limit the result to at most
1, M&R actually use two logical operations in this section of the book: and and or,
represented by ∧ and ∨. Because all of these particular matrices that we construct for our
weaving purposes only contain 1’s and 0’s, one may perform a set of logical operation on
A and B to get the desired result:
n
c(i,j) = ∨ { a(i,k) ∧ b(k,j) }
k=1
which results in precisely the same c(i,j) as defined above.
3 - Logical operations on relations (page 56)
Several logical operations are now defined.
a) “Not a” (typically written ~a or ¬a). This relation is defined to take each
element of A and change each 1 to 0 and each 0 to 1.
b) Relation “A or B”. One finds “A or B” by taking each element of A, a(i,j) and
the corresponding element of B, b(i,j) and then performing the or operation:
1 or 0
0 or 1
1 or 1
0 or 0

=
=
=
=

1
1
1
0

to find the result c(i,j) .
c) Relation “A and B.” One finds “A and B” by taking each element of A, a(i,j)
and the corresponding element of B, b(i,j) , and performing the and operation:
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1 and 0
0 and 1
1 and 1
0 and 0

=
=
=
=

0
0
1
0

to find the result c(i,j) .

SECTION C REPRESENTATION TYPE “Treadling - Tie-up - Threading”
(page 59)

This section explores the case of the fabric draft where the tie-up shows each treadle tied
to several shafts with only one treadle used at a time in the treadling sequence. The
relevance of the tie-up to provide separate structural information is discussed.
Chapter One - Definition (page 59)
1 - Fabric Draft Formula (page 59)
When the draft was defined using a direct tie-up (one treadle to one shaft
correspondence), then the fabric drawdown is F = TR o T where TR is the treadling
function and T is the threading function (page 13). Now, M&R show how the tie-up acts
as intermediary between the threading shafts and the treadles tied to multiple shafts.
To find F when each treadle is tied to multiple shafts, M&R first convert the tie-up and
treadling back to a pegplan type treadling with a direct tie-up. They show that the
pegplan (PP) is PP = TR o (TU)-1 where TU is the tie-up. M&R note that the fabric
design can be determined by looking at the treadling sequence and the associated shafts.
They note that here the tie-up plays the role that the threading performed in the previous
fabric calculation.
The phrase “plays the role” means that when you look at the order of the individual
components in the formulas, you can infer that one variable is acting like another based
on its position in the formula. Since PP = TR o (TU)-1 and also F = TR o T, then if PP
and F both somehow represent the same design, by comparing these two equations one
can see that the TU-1 and T are in the same relative position. This means that the tie-up
(inverse function of, in this case) plays the role of the threading. M&R do a lot of this
“positional” comparison throughout the remainder of Part One. It’s also interesting to
note that this approach allows programs that are set-up to do only drawdowns to perform
other weaving related computations.
Putting this all together yields the new F (new, for the case of not having a direct tie-up):
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F = TR o TU-1 o T.
2 - Compatibility of Representation (page 61)
M&R show that when the tie-up is direct (and therefore TU = I), then the previous
formula (F = TR o T) holds. Henceforth, they will assume that there is not a direct tie-up
in the weaving draft, and they use the more general formula developed in the previous
subsection. They note the cases where the tie-up is direct.
Chapter Two - From representation type “treadling - tie-up - threading” to “pegplan straight tie-up - threading.” Multiple draft of fabric. (page 62)
Using the results of the previous chapter, M&R create a new draft layout that shows both
versions of the draft (direct tie-up/pegplan type treadling and complex tie-up (not direct
tie-up), non-pegplan type treadling) on a single diagram. M&R call this a multiple draft.
[Note: On page 62, there is a shaded area below the threading and above the draft. It is
shaded -- to show it is not used -- although from the picture it looks like there are straight
lines of twill threading.]
M&R warn the reader that none of the calculations inferred by this multiple diagram is
required to give valid results. (These calculations have not yet been explained.)
Therefore, the reader must exercise some care when reading a multiple draft. In
successive paragraphs, they walk the reader through the calculations that fit each space in
the multiple draft and show the reader that just one calculation yields nonsense: the one
using the four spaces on the bottom left of the multiple draft (page 64). As M&R point
out, this calculation is correct only if TU is a function or is injective.
M&R suggest that instead of doing successive calculations, the calculations can be regrouped on a single diagram and a single computation performed. Thus, the fabric draft
F = TR o TU-1 o T. If TR, TU, and T are represented by matrices, a computer can be
used to perform the calculations.

SECTION D FIRST PRACTICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE FABRIC
FORMULA

Chapter One - Another Representation of the fabric draft (page 67)
This chapter examines a weaving draft where the draft’s pegplan (with direct tie-up) has
been rewritten: the pegplan is flipped over on its side and placed in the tie-up position of
the draft, and the draft’s treadling order is replaced with a reversed direct treadling order
represented by I. The pictures on page 68 make clear how the pegplan is rotated into this
position and it is mathematically denoted (PP)-1, or the inverse of the PP matrix
representation. M&R show that when this (PP)-1 replaces the tie-up function and I (the
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identity function) replaces the treadling function, then the same drawdown results. [Note:
This section is nothing but mathematical manipulations to show how one can rewrite the
treadling and tie-up without impact to the fabric drawdown. However, this is a useful
textile designer’s tool to show an entire, rather than partial, design with a representation
that is wider than high.]
Chapter Two - Geometric Transformation of a Draft (page 69)
This chapter is a review of the information presented earlier (Part One, Section B,
Chapter 2, subsection 13, page 50). [Note: The M&R reference is incorrect.] There is no
new information here, but the mathematical representation is a little different than before,
where symmetries were looked at with respect to the first ( I ) and second (-I ) diagonals.
The first paragraph might more easily be read as follows:
“The fabric formula F = TR o (TU)-1 o T allows us to quickly generalize the already
obtained results (first part, B13) on the fabric draft. We can reflect a rectangular tie-up
using horizontal symmetry, using vertical symmetry, or using a 180 degree rotation. As
long as we apply judicious symmetry to the threading, treadling, or both, we can assure
there is no change to the fabric.”
Chapter 3 - Warp and Weft Exchange (reversal) in a Fabric (page 71)
This chapter looks at turned drafts. M&R use, as an example, overshot.
The process of turning a draft results in using (TR)-1 as the threading, (TU)-1 as the tieup, and T-1 as the treadling. Mathematically, this yields a drawdown that is symmetric
with respect to the first diagonal of the original drawdown. M&R note that this turned
overshot draft example results in a summer and winter threading and that a summer and
winter fabric can be turned to be an overshot pattern.
Chapter Four - Zooming in on the Tie-up (page 73)
M&R continue to manipulate the math developed previously. They look at the case of a
straight-draw threading, direct treadling, where all of the draft complexity is in the tie-up.
They show mathematically and with an illustration that the resulting design drawdown is
exactly (TU)-1, or, the pattern created by the tie-up’s mirror image with respect to the
first diagonal. [Note: the design is the reflection of the tie-up, not its “reverse.”]
They show that expanding the threading and treadling also causes the pattern to be
expanded, but with paver-edge contours rather than curves. Finally, M&R take a profile
block design and substitute a unit weave structure that is unnamed (but appears to be
summer and winter) to show a completed fabric design with computer generated
drawdown.
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Chapter Five - Generated Fabric (page 74)
M&R begin this chapter by noting a difference in approach between the way a fabric
designer works and the way a computer software program works. [Note: The computer
software program is probably POINTCARRE′; not all weaving software works this way.]
M&R state that the designer begins with a motif or design and then creates the required
threading and pegplan. M&R state that, on the other hand, a computer program uses
information contained in the pegplan and threading to generate the design and drawdown.
Mathematically, the equation F = TR o T can be manipulated to have the design (F) as
part of a calculation to generate the required treadling. M&R show the math required to
produce the result:
TR = F o T-1 .
Remembering from before that
F = TR o (TU)-1 o T,
then
TR = F o T-1 o I.
By association of the terms in these equations, this says that the pegplan is the design one
gets using the original threading as a tie-up and the original design as the treadling. If
each is represented by a matrix, the calculation of the composite function quickly yields
TR, or the pegplan that one is seeking. Thus, they prove that the pegplan can be
calculated from the fabric design and threading.
The second part of this chapter addresses the converse of the above, asking whether or
not F′ = TR′ o T ? M&R show that this, in general, is not true. However, they show
that F′ ⊆ TR′ o T, or in words, if one uses the approach described above to derive a
pegplan and then uses that pegplan with the original threading, the resulting fabric will be
a “superset” of the desired fabric. They further comment that this technique is of interest
because it allows the automatic generation of multiple fabrics from a single threading.
They conclude this chapter with an example based on the method of designing with an
initial, from Part Three.
Chapter Six - Symmetrical Fabrics in Connection with the First Diagonal (page 78)
1 - “Treadled as threaded” Representation type (page 78)
As a reminder, this threading axial of Brandon-Guiget was considered previously in Part
One, Section B, Chapter 2, subsection 9b on page 44. The reader saw that with a direct
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tie-up, the treadling is T-1 and the resulting drawdown of the fabric contains the first
diagonal ( I ).
Now, M&R consider the case where the tie-up contains the diagonal ( I ) but is not just a
direct tie-up. Rather, the tie-up includes shafts tied to treadles in addition to the shafts
tied to the treadles required for a direct tie-up. They show that the drawdown is
symmetric with respect to the first diagonal if and only if the tie-up is symmetric with
respect to the first diagonal. This is proved by assuming symmetry in the drawdown
(F = F-1) and by showing that this implies TU = (TU)-1 .
Several examples of this follow. Then, M&R state that they will take on the systematic
study of all treadlings that, for a particular threading, produce a design containing the first
diagonal.
[Note: unfortunately, there are several errors on page 78:
F = F-1 ⇔ T x -1 o TU x -1 o T = ( T-1 o (TU) -1 o RT-1
should be F = F -1 ⇔ T -1 o TU -1 o T = (T -1 o (TU) -1 o T) -1

.]

2 - Condition for a design to be symmetric with respect to the first diagonal (page 80)
This section contains a great deal of math. It poses the question: if we start with a
threading T, can we find a treadling TR such that the resulting design is symmetric with
respect to the first diagonal? M&R show, through manipulation of relations, that if one
has a treadling of the form T-1 o B, where B is a symmetric relation, then one obtains the
desired design. [Note: B can be any symmetric relation. M&R don’t show a specific
example of B, as they provide a general proof of this relationship between the threading
and treadling.]
M&R state that later on they will show that B is actually a relation that tells the designer
how to get from T -1 to the treadling. They conclude this subsection by stating that a
design that is symmetric with respect to the first diagonal can be considered a
generalization of “treadled as threaded.”
3 - Practical Consequences (page 82)
M&R give a four block based design to demonstrate the previous conclusions. In
addition, they use a previous result that a “treadled as threaded” design can be
represented as:
F = T-1 o B-1 o T.
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When one replaces B with B-1, one then recognizes that B plays the role of the tie-up.
This relationship holds because B is symmetrical. [Note: This goes back to M&R’s
technique recognizing that different elements of the draft play the role of threading,
treadling, or tie-up based on their position in the fabric equation or in the multiple draft
diagrams.]
Thus, to get all possible symmetric drawdowns for this block design, one must find all
symmetric block tie-ups. M&R do this for the four block design shown on page 82.
[Note: The horizontal and vertical lines which separate the drawdown from the threading,
tie-up, and treadling are missing in the draft shown on the bottom of page 82.]
There are a total of ten (10) block design tie-ups, symmetric with respect to the first
diagonal of the original block design tie-up. [Note: Recall that a function that has this
symmetry property is also called involutive. M&R use that word here, but it really
doesn’t add any clarity to the discussion.] On page 83, the ten block design drawdowns
that correspond to the block design tie-ups are provided.
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PART TWO - TRANSFORMATION BASES

Now that a mathematical model of the basic draft has been established, M&R will
develop some tools that allow a weaver to go from a freely drawn design to a completed
drawdown.
SECTION A THEORETICAL STUDY (page 85)
This section of the book begins by looking at and organizing tools. In the following,
M&R look at various ways to design by transposing the threading. This is done either by
changing the order of the shafts or by putting the threads of many shafts onto one shaft.
With another tool, the designer can separate threads from one shaft onto many other
shafts. The relative arrangement of the warp ends will remain the same.

Chapter One - Transformation conserving the draft dimension. Amalgamation. (page 85)
M&R note that for a variety of reasons, but in particular to solve the friction problems
that sometimes accompany a densely sett warp, weavers may need to change how they
thread the warp on available shafts. This may include mixing the shaft assignments for
the threading, which can obscure the design view on a written draft. M&R say that the
extra work required to carefully study the threading and construct various alternatives is
negligible, thanks to modern computer-based weaving tools.
1- Rearrangement Bases (page 85)
First, a rearrangement base is defined. In non-mathematical terms, this is a threading
order that may create a re-arranged threading, treadling, and/or tie-up. In mathematical
terms, this is a bijection, B, which when combined with the original threading relation, T
gives a new threading T′. (Mathematically, one would say B is composed with T.) The
first illustrated examples show this rearrangement (also called transposition). To
preserve the design, the same shafts cannot be raised, so the tie-up or treadling must
change. A new tie-up is shown, developed from the threading and design. Next, M&R
show mathematically what is probably intuitively obvious to a weaver: if the shafts of the
tie-up are rearranged exactly the same way as they are rearranged for the threading, then
the fabric drawdown is unchanged. [Note: On the top of page 87, where TU′ = b o TU, it
should be written TU′ = B o TU. Also, on page 86, all of the (-1) notation should be
changed to “-I.”]
2 - Amalgamation (page 88)
The goal of amalgamation of a threading is to maximally separate the shafts on which
there are adjacent threads. [Note: in chemistry, amalgam means a solution of a metal in
mercury. It is not easy to separate the metals in an amalgam, once mixed together. Thus,
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amalgamated weaves are combined weaves that generally lose their (in this case visual)
individual identities in the process of being combined.]
M&R provide an example of how to transform one specific threading to another one
which has maximum separation. They note that this process only changes the threading
and tie-up, but that the treadling is unchanged. The solution uses the same shafts in the
same order, but skips the warp ends two-by-two onto even numbered and then uneven
numbered shafts. The amalgamated threadings and tie-ups are shown for the original and
the rearranged orders. This amalgamation results in a separation of at least one shaft
between warp ends.
With the 8 shaft example given on pages 88-89, M&R show how to organize in a regular
manner a cyclical association of shafts. The maximum separation is provided by the satin
weave, which binds each end as far away as possible from any other end. With 8 shafts,
the separation between shafts is 5. This is shown for both arranged and for satin-based
amalgamated threading drafts and tie-ups. On an amalgamated satin base, the graphic
definition of the resulting threading draft is completely broken and the design illegible.
The treadling remains intact and is easily followed: a welcome point for handweavers.
While M&R note this is a good technique for handweavers, they point out that in the
textile industry, one normally works with the pegplan rather than the threading. This
motivates their examination of another amalgamation technique.
3 - Multiple Draft of Amalgamation (page 90)
M&R go back to the Part One concept of the multiple draft (page 62-64), in which drafts
are drawn together to show the effects of successive applications of the original fabric
equations:
F = TR o T
or (for a non-direct tie-up): F = TR o (TU)-1 o T.
[Note: One might think of calculations on the multiple draft as iterative operations.
Using the 4 sections of the draft which together make up the 4 corners of a rectangle,
compute F = TR o (TU)-1 o T for one of the 4 areas in which 3 of the “corners” have
complete information. Then, using that completed calculation as one of the 4 “corners”
of another rectangle, again use F = TR o (TU) -1 o T to calculate whichever one “corner”
is unknown. Continue as needed to get the information needed.]
M&R show by calculation that if the threading is changed by a transformation base B,
then one can achieve the same fabric drawdown as before by altering the pegplan so that
if the original pegplan is PP, the new one is (PP)′ = PP o B-1. Using the valid
calculations of the multiple draft shown on page 92, M&R show that the fabric
drawdown is unchanged (invariant) when the new threading (B o T) and new pegplan
(PP o B-1) are used, together.
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4 - Equivalent Drafts (page 44)
The two threadings, T and T′, are said to be equivalent because there is a bijection B
where
T′ = B o T .
Similarly, the two tie-ups TU and (TU)′ are defined to be equivalent. [Note: These
definitions are used in the following sections.]

Chapter Two - Transformations lessening the draft dimension. Telescoping (page 95)
M&R introduce the techniques described in this chapter by posing the following
question: how does a weaver adapt a curve requiring 48 shafts to a 12 shaft loom?
They propose two kinds of solutions:
-

digitizing, which reduces the vertical dimension of the curve, but which
introduces a stair-step looking curve on the preserved design; or
telescoping, which slices the original curve into sections which are then
“stacked”, and which preserves the original curve but adds harmonics that
interfere with the clarity of the design.

The first solution examined is the technique of digitizing. Using a 48 shaft example,
M&R map sets of 4 shafts to one shaft, thus reducing the shaft requirement from 48 to
12. This is explained by example. Then, they define a relation B which maps 4 shafts of
threading T to one shaft of a threading T′. M&R note that B is a function, but it is not
injective (one to one); for example, shafts 1 and 2 of T are mapped to shaft 1 of T′. Thus,
B is not bijective, either. One can apply this same method to the treadling and tie-up as
was applied to the threading to reduce the 48 shaft draft’s treadling and tie-up to a 12
shaft draft’s treadling and tie-up. One can see the results of this in the right hand figure
on the top of page 97. The threading and pegplan would then yield the weaker, stairstepped digitized curve shown at the bottom of the page. A lengthy mathematical
description is provided to determine the new tie-up, which turns out to use the threading
axial of B. All calculations result in the digitized multiple draft on the bottom of page 99.
Now, M&R begin the discussion of telescoping (page 100). They start by reminding the
reader that a straight connection reproduces the draft. Thus, they decide that to reproduce
4 slices of 12 shafts, they will use a straight base of 12 shafts, repeated 4 times. This
becomes the telescoping threading base, pictured on the top of page 101. The axial of
this 12 shaft telescoping base is calculated (top, page 101) with the straight threading and
direct tie-up of the required 4 treadling repeats. The tie-up (associated with the
augmented pegplan and threading) is calculated from B-1 o B, which is also called the
threading axial of B. (This definition has been previously provided on page 98). The
telescoping base applied to the original 48 shaft curve results in the telescoped 12 shaft
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curve shown on the bottom of page 100. Harmonics are defined here as the parasites
introduced as a result of telescoping. These seem to “vibrate around the original curve.”
M&R state that the choice of a particular telescoping base impacts the separation of
design area from background area. They note that one can use the harmonics either to
emphasize or to hide the design curve.

Chapter Three - Transformations increasing the draft dimensions. Draft combinations.
(page 102)
M&R, at the start of the chapter, pose a challenge to the reader after they note the
following:
1 - a straight draw can produce a large variety of fabrics, but the size of the repeat
is limited to the number of shafts of the loom; and
2 - a complex threading can produce a fabric with a large repeat, but all treadlings
produce fabrics that resemble each other.
The challenge: how to create a single threading that has a large repeat yet can be woven
to create two very different looks?
The remainder of this chapter looks at combining two different threadings into one
threading, which is then capable reproducing all arrangements of the two original
threadings.
On page 103 and following, M&R provide a recipe for combining two threadings. [Note:
American handweavers will recognize this as a “blended draft.”] The technique
described is a “brute force” technique that requires a total number of shafts equal to the
product of the number of shafts required for each of the two threadings being combined.
M&R show how mathematically one can transform each of the original threadings with
an appropriate transformation base to get the desired combined threading (pages 105107).
On page 108, M&R note that it is frequently possible to combine threadings on fewer
shafts than the product of the shafts used by the two threadings. The more commonality
between the two threadings being combined, the fewer number of shafts required by the
combined threading.

SECTION B

PRACTICAL STUDY OF TELESCOPING

Telescoping is one of two methods used to reduce the number of shafts required by a
particular weave design. It requires properly applying a transformation base to the draft
to produce a new threading, tie-up, and treadling from the original.
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M&R introduce two drafts on which the rest of the discussion is based. The first draft,
top left of page 109, has the outlines of two circles in the drawdown portion of the draft.
The second draft, top right of page 109, has two filled circles in the drawdown area.
M&R call the first “an ensemble of lines” (a line graphic) and the second “a surface
opposition” (a surface graphic).

Chapter One - Telescoping bases (page 109)
Depending on the choice of a transformation base, telescoping creates various harmonic
lines around the original design elements. In the succeeding sections, M&R show several
examples of this. All of the examples in this chapter are based on the line graphic draft
provided on the left, page 109.
1 - Straight Bases (page 110)
[Note: The definition of a telescoping base and methods of calculating the tie-up, new
threading, and drawdown are explained on pages 95 - 101.]
The first base introduced is a straight base -- so called because the base threading is a
“straight draw.” Five examples are given, in which the original 48 shaft draft is reduced,
in order, to 24, 16, 12, 10, and 6 shafts. In each case, M&R show the new draft. From
these examples, M&R make the following points:
-

the original design is not modified by telescoping on a straight base because
the base axis has an uninterrupted diagonal (which becomes part of the design
curve as the number of shafts is reduced); and

-

as the number of shafts is reduced by telescoping, a proportional increase in
the number of harmonic lines appears around the original design curve.
These telescoping harmonics are the lines that are parallel to the original
curve; and

-

the telescoping base used does not have to be (numerically) a factor of the
original number of shafts. For example, 10 is not a factor of 48. [Note: The
word less-multiples would more properly be sub-multiples or factors. A
factor of a number is any number which divides the original number evenly -with no remainder.]

2 - Straight bases and twill bases (page 112)
M&R give an example of a telescoping base with a mixture of straight and broken twills.
The harmonics are modified by changing the curve reduction lines to broken twill lines.
The harmonics then are cast perpendicular to the design curve rather than left parallel to
vibrate at the edge of the curve.
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3 - Straight and amalgamated bases (page 112)
M&R give two examples of telescoping bases built from satins, illustrating how the
harmonics are very blurred and without an obvious order. The third example of this
section is based on a telescoping base comprised of a broken twill.
To break-up the orderly graphic definition of harmonics, M&R choose two telescoping
bases. These bases break the order of interlacing to blur or obliterate the harmonic lines.
The first example combines skip twill bases of satins on 12 ends, skipping 5 and 7. (This
is similar to the bases of amalgamation.) The second example combines a skip twill base
satin on 12 ends, skipping 7, and a derivation of a satin, also on 12 ends but binding on
ends adjacent to the skipped 7 binding ends. The third example, which uses a broken
twill base, again illustrates the freedom of the designer to create modified, less intense
harmonic lines when using this shaft reduction method.
4 - Interfering bases (page 113)
In this section, M&R provide some examples of interfering or broken twill bases to show
how these bases telescope the number of shafts while minimizing the resulting
harmonics.
Interfering bases are two or more bases interleaved and used together as a single base. If
used separately, each base has a different impact on the original design drawdown. When
put together, depending on the nature of the bases, the original design drawdown can be
more or less obscured by harmonics. The minimization of harmonics of the interfering
base curve is dependent on two characteristics of the bases being interleaved:
-

if the number of threads in the two series of warp ends defining the bases are
relative primes, then there will tend to be good dispersion of the harmonics;
and
- the bases used can be straight bases or amalgamated bases.

M&R show by example that two straight bases used together have different effects
depending on whether or not they are relative primes. [Note: The text uses the words
“primary within themselves” rather than the more customary phrase: relative primes.
Two numbers are relative primes if they have no common factor. Thus, 7 and 9 are
relative primes. However, 10 and 6 are not relative primes: they share the common factor
of 2.]
When the bases combined are straight bases which are relative primes, then M&R show
that the resulting design drawdown has more clarity -- the harmonics are somewhat better
dispersed. This is shown by example, not mathematically.
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5 - Telescoping bases: application to digitization (page 115)
This section contains three examples showing that the choice of a telescoping base can be
a way to change the scale of the design curve. As one would expect, a “blockier” looking
telescoping base results in a “blockier” looking telescoped design.
In the three examples, the telescoping base used is printed in bold face under the multiple
fabric draft for the first two examples, and to the left for the third example. (It’s also in
its usual position within the multiple fabric draft.)

Chapter Two - Telescoping Surfaces: notion of relative freedom (page 117)
This chapter focuses on telescoping bases that help to physically distance “the cloud of
harmonics” from the original design curve. M&R use the surface graphic design draft
from the right, on page 109 in the examples of this chapter.
1 - Notion of “relative freedom” (page 117)
This term comes from authors Brandon-Guiguet (The Initials Methode, A Mathematical
Aspect of Weaving with Shafts, 1938, the book which M&R used as a basis for this
work). It is a number that is calculated on the telescoped draft, and it is the shortest
distance between two threads from the base of a single shaft. In the diagram, one sees
that several squares have been drawn; the number n is the number of shafts between 2
threads, counted along the right or left side of a square (illustration, middle of page 117).
2 - Comparing different telescoping bases (page 117)
M&R begin this section by pointing out that a straight telescoping base provides the
largest relative freedom (or separation of the original design from the harmonics resulting
from telescoping). They provide an example of the surface graphic design reduced from
48 shafts to 24 shafts, using a 24 shaft straight base. The circle forms which appear in the
treadling area result in the creation of harmonics that are tangent to the circles.
In the examples that follow, M&R show some different approaches to isolate the original
design from its telescoping induced harmonics. They show that an interfering base (the
same base as on page 114) leaves a relatively large relative freedom, unlike an
amalgamated base. Why? Because with a straight base, the telescoped circle designs are
isolated from but overpowered by the harmonics (which now have mass equal to the mass
of the circle design area). Twill and amalgamated bases are dismissed as being too weak
relative to the base number of shafts. However, an interfering base adequately blurs the
harmonics and yet has a relative freedom only slightly less than the base number of shafts
when both series are near equal in size. The example of a telescoped interfering base
shows a true zone of harmonics distanced from the ring surface and overall design clarity.
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Chapter Three - Discussion: digitization and/or telescoping (page 119)
This chapter is a summary of the digitizing and telescoping techniques presented in Part
Two, Section B. M&R base their conclusions on more examples that use the surface
graphic design drafts defined before.
Four multiple drafts are used to repeat points previously made: that the choice of the
telescoping base impacts the visual effect of the original design due to the harmonics
which result from telescoping (bottom two drafts on page 119). The two drafts on the top
of page 120 show the effects of digitizing and telescoping (left example) or just digitizing
(right example).
These four examples lead M&R to make the following statements:
- reserve the use of telescoping to line drawings (designs which depend on lines);
- a uniform surface effect can be achieved on curves which are digitized enough
so that during the process of applying a weave structure to the design, no
telescoping is needed to further reduce shaft numbers.
Further, M&R state that effort should be spent on reducing the stair-step look of curves
when choosing a weave structure for the design: the threading (of the weave structure)
selected should be one which helps “round off” the curves, whenever possible.
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PART THREE
CONTEXTURIZING

The authors are now ready to apply all the background of Part One (the
mathematical representation of the threading, treadling, and tie-up) with Part Two (how
to modify the draft elements) to show how one can create new designs by combining
some elementary weaves that provide contrasts between pattern areas and background
areas. M&R use the word contexturizing to describe the process of converting a particular
design into something that can be woven (i.e., producing a weave draft), using one or
more weave structures (armures) to distinguish pattern from background. In general,
M&R state that the relationship between the design and the number of shafts required to
weave it depends on the weave structure(s) chosen.
M&R provide textile designers with three fundamental approaches to designing:
using block threadings transcribed onto the design curve, using weave structures as the
basis of a network onto which the design curve is placed, and using a synthesis of these
two approaches. The synthesis is using block design methods in sequence with network
design methods, varying the order of applying the various techniques, to obtain a variety
of results.

SECTION A BLOCK METHOD (page 125)
Designing and weaving with blocks allows the weaver much flexibility. It is a
compromise between an ideal design line and the limits of how a design can be
implemented on a loom. The authors state that they will show the essential rules
common to a group of traditional structures (e.g., overshot, summer and winter, and
twills) that will allow creation of new combinations that can be used when designing and
weaving with blocks. Knowing the traditional rules of arrangement will allow the
designer to create new combinations. That knowledge will extend the richness of
industrial designs on a few shafts beyond the opposition of warp and weft effects because
these traditional drafts typically are not threaded on a straight draw. The handweaver, in
turn, can use these traditional weaving structures in designing fabrics with more than one
basic weave structure on one draft.
M&R note that getting complex designs on looms with small numbers of shafts requires
using non-straight threadings. [Note: M&R repeatedly state that textile designers use
straight threadings, and then vary the tie-up and treadling to achieve the desired design.]

Chapter One - Seven Examples (page 125)
This chapter begins with the definition of a four block profile, where each of the four
blocks corresponds to one shaft (Block A to shaft 1, Block B to shaft 2, Block C to shaft
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3, and Block D to shaft 4). The profile tie-up blocks are arranged for a straight draw, and
the profile treadling blocks’ order is “tromp as writ” or treadled as threaded.
1 – Contexturizing on 16 shafts (page 126)
This section introduces some of the methods of block profiling. It includes a definition of
blocks in the tie-up and treadling portions of the profile. [Note: The terms I use to refer to
these are profile tie-up blocks and profile treadling blocks. The threading and drawdown
portions of a block profile are referred to as the profile threading blocks and profile
drawdown, respectively.] This technique is applied with traditional thread arrangements
and also with a combination of elementary weave structures.
Specifically, this section looks at a way to associate the previous four block profile
design with a 16 shaft weaving draft. M&R present the following formula: four shafts
are assigned to each profile threading block, with no shafts shared between blocks. Thus,
one threading block in the previous block profile design is now replaced with four shafts,
threaded in numerically increasing sequence. For example:
Block B corresponds to block #2 in the block profile design,
so
Block B is threaded on shafts 5,6,7,8.
Similarly, each block in the profile’s treadling sequence is replaced with 4 picks and 4
treadles (in this example).
The illustrations on page 126 show that this first example of contexturizing a block
profile uses a weave structure that has two different faces (the structure selected can be
woven as either warp-faced or weft-faced, providing two strongly contrasting-inappearance weaves).
The contrasting faces are used to define the draft’s tie-up. [Note: The terms I use to refer
to the items that replace profile components and define a weaving draft are block
threadings, block treadlings or treadling cells, and tie-up cells.] Two tie-up cells are
shown, one providing a warp faced cloth on four shafts and one providing a weft faced
cloth on four shafts. (American weavers will recognize this as false satin, or broken
twill.) These tie-up cells, each four by four in size, are then carefully combined with
each other to control float lengths at their boundaries, and then they are positioned in the
original profile tie-up. Each block in the profile tie-up is replaced with one of the tie-up
cells. The dark blocks shown in the profile tie-up show the structure used to weave the
design, and the uncolored areas in the profile tie-up when replaced with a specific tie-up
cell show the structure used to weave the background. In this example, each block of the
profile’s tie-up is replaced by the (4 square by 4 square) tie-up cell that provides a warpfaced cloth, and all other areas of the block profile tie-up are replaced with the (4 square
by 4 square) tie-up cell that provides a weft-faced cloth. An illustration that shows how
these two tie-up cells can be arranged with each other is provided on the top of page 128.
This contexturizing provides a 16 shaft draft which has structural integrity, as its
individual elements are all structurally sound.
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The phrase “the enigma of limitations” refers to the potential problems at the boundaries
of the block profile’s threading and tie-up blocks, during the contexturizing process. The
authors show that the tie-up cells must be arranged relative to each other in a way that
preserves a sound weave structure at their boundaries. These tie-up cells are referred to
as “armure cells” by M&R.
There are many possible extensions in contexturizing. The authors note that one may use
a twill structure (woven as a 3/1 versus 1/3 twill, or woven as a 2/2 right hand versus 2/2
left hand twill) or basket weave structure versus plain weave structure, etc., when
planning the tie-up cells. They caution that care must be exercised at all the joins of all
the tie-up cells used in order to preserve the overall integrity of the resulting fabric (i.e.,
the design line definition is maintained and the floats are controlled in length).
Other extensions are illustrated. The first example uses a different 4 shaft tie-up cell. The
two contrasting tie-up cells used to distinguish pattern from background are shown under
the resulting 16-by-16 tie-up on page 129. The second set of extensions uses tie-up cells
with larger repeats. The complete draft appears on the top of page 130, with the
drawdown enlarged on its right. Another example in the middle of page 130 proposes an
even more complex tie-up cell.
The summary for this section notes the following: if one starts with four independent
design blocks arranged in a block profile, then one can be certain of a sound fabric if one
properly arranges the tie-up and threading cells associated with the selected weave
structure.
Further, M&R state that:
-

the extension of the original profile threading blocks is unlimited when the
structure chosen for the threading cells provides manageable floats;

-

the extension of profile treadling blocks is unlimited when the chosen weave
limits the length of warp floats with its structure; and

- the placement of the tie-up cells in the profile block tie-up is totally free as
long as binding thread control is done correctly in the tie-up cells.
2 – Contexturizing on 12 shafts (page 131)
This section examines the process of contexturizing the original four block profile design
on 12 shafts. This time, each of the four profile threading blocks is assigned to exactly
three shafts (Block A: shafts 1-3; Block B: shafts 4-6; Block C: shafts 7-9, and Block D:
shafts 10-12).
Then, the previous process is used except that the weave structure chosen is a three shaft
twill. The two contrasting areas are achieved using 2/1 twill tie-up in each tie-up cell that
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replaces each block (pattern) of the profile tie-up, and a 1/2 twill in each tie-up cell that
replaces each blank (background) of the profile tie-up. The essential point is that there
are fewer choices of weave structures than with 16 shafts, since there are fewer 3 shaft
weaves than there are 4 shaft weaves. This reduction does not reduce the graphic
accuracy of the design. But with fewer intersections in the selected weave structure
(three shaft twill), there is less difference between the warp/weft opposition, and thus
differences between the pattern and background areas are less obvious.
The same three properties with the same join conditions hold for the 12 shaft example as
for the 16 shaft example. [Note: these properties are restated in a slightly different order
and with slight variations from before.] These properties hold as long as binding thread
control is done correctly in the tie-up cells:
- profile block size can be extended without limit in warp and weft;
- the tie-up cells can be dispersed freely; and
- the block arrangement in the threading and treadling can be freely performed.
M&R note that this freedom is a result of careful choice of the tie-up cells.
3 – Contexturizing on 8 shafts (page 133)
This section again uses the four block profile design presented at the beginning of the
chapter.
M&R state that there are two ways to design on 8 shafts:
-

using 4 groups of 2 shafts with no shared shafts between profile threading
blocks; and
using 4 groups of 4 shafts, with 2 shafts shared between 2 adjacent profile
threading blocks.

For the first, Block A uses shafts 1,2; Block B uses shafts 3,4; Block C uses shafts 5,6;
and Block D uses shafts 7,8. With two shafts assigned to each profile threading block,
the choice of weaves is very constrained: plain weave is the only structure that can
provide unlimited extension of blocks in both warp and weft (threading and treadling).
With any other structure, the resulting warp or weft floats limit the possible extensions of
the threading. Also, blocks of other structures may not be regrouped without controlling
the limitations at the boundaries. M&R give four examples based on the original four
block profile using a plain weave block threading and the following four opposing
weaves: plain weave with warp floats, plain weave with weft floats, plain weave with
basket weave, plain weave with huck (or false leno) effect. Regrouping or rearranging
adjacent blocks with some tie-up cells can only be done by controlling the binding points.
In the next example, there is a graphic showing warp rep on a plain weave ground. (The
corresponding tie-up cells are shown on the right of the draft tie-up, on the top of page
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134.) Expanding the warp rep at the expense of the plain weave ground would risk
rapidly loosing join opposition and, therefore, design line clarity. The opposing weave
repeat shown is comparable to huck, or, for the textile designer, mock leno. The same
rep expansion limitation is obvious.
[Note: there are no examples provided for, or discussion of, the second design technique
identified in the beginning of this section: 4 groups of 4 shafts, with 2 shafts shared
between 2 adjacent blocks. Also note that M&R use the phrase “tabby” when American
weavers generally use the term plain weave. American weavers often use the word tabby
to refer to the alternate picks thrown, which weave plain weave, in supplementary weft
weaves.]
4 – Contexturizing on 6 shafts (page 135)
In this section, the same four block profile design is used to introduce designing with
dependent blocks. The weave structure summer and winter introduces block threadings
that have 2 shafts in common. M&R point out that with just six shafts, the block
threadings (not the profile threading blocks) must share some shafts if each block
threading is to use at least 2 shafts. M&R present the tied unit elements of block
threadings and then a draft showing the tie-up and treadling. They point out that the
fabric foundation is plain weave woven with tabby picks alternating with the pattern
picks. The binding ends in the block threading allow unlimited extension of the profile
threading blocks, arranged in any order.
At the end of this section, a different substitution is made: shafts 1 and 2 are “tied
together” and considered as one in the tie-up. Thus, each block threading uses 2 shafts: 1
binding and one pattern, rather than the previous approach which used two binding and
one pattern shaft per block threading. M&R point out that there are now constraints on
the profile blocks’ extension and arrangement, similar to those seen in the example on 8
shafts.
5 - First Contexture on four shafts (page 138)
Here, the number of shafts is equal to the number of blocks in the original four block
profile design. M&R note that this number of shafts will result in several constraints in
the design process.
Overshot is introduced as a traditional structure using two shafts per profile threading
block: Block A uses shafts 1,2; Block B uses shafts 2,3; Block C uses shafts 3,4; and
Block D uses shafts 4,1. In this case, one must be careful to maintain the sequence of
odd/even shafts, and also to exercise caution in defining the tie-up especially when
nonadjacent blocks are used together in sequence (e.g., Blocks B and D). Three tie-up
options are given for this example:
- plain weave (balanced warp and weft),
- two of each block’s shafts raised (warp effect), and
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- two of each block’s shafts lowered (weft effect).
Then, M&R state that this four block example is unique because on four shafts, the only
possible twill is 2/2 twill.
In the following draft analysis, it is noted that when weaving overshot a binding weft and
pattern weft are used. In the threading, however, there are no binding threads. Thus:
- there is limited extension possible in the profile threading blocks due to the
need to control weft floats, and on four shafts one cannot weave two blocks
simultaneously; [A weaving note: on four block overshot, when weaving one
block as pattern, two blocks weave as half-tones and one weaves as
background.]
- there is unlimited extension of profile treadling blocks if alternate weft shots
create tabby; and
- there is limited extension of the profile treadling blocks if there are no
alternating tabby picks woven, in order to bind warp floats.
6 - Second Contexture on 4 shafts (page 140)
This section looks at using the crackle weave structure in the four block profile design.
In this case, the profile threading block assignments are: Block A uses shafts 1,2,3; Block
B uses shafts 2,3,4; Block C uses shafts 3,4,5; and Block D uses shafts 4,1,2.
M&R note that in crackle two blocks always weave together because two ends are
common to two adjacent blocks. This is stated as a drawback. However, an advantage of
the crackle weave is that the blocks based on 3 shafts can be extended in both the
threading and treadling without causing a float problem because the ends always alternate
on even and odd shaft numbers. M&R note that the original four block profile design is
modified because no single block can be woven separately from all other blocks.
7 - Third Contexture on 4 shafts (page 142)
In this last transformation of the original four block profile design to a stable weave
structure, M&R achieve a shadow weave effect through use of two colors in both warp
and weft. The following profile threading block assignments are made: Block A uses
shafts 1,3; Block B uses shafts 2,4; Block C uses shafts 3,1; and Block D uses shafts 4,2.
The same 2/2 twill tie-up is used as before, and the profile treadling blocks use the same
shafts as the profile threading blocks.
Two diagrams are shown on page 142: the top one reflects warp and weft, with both
alternating black and white color threads. The bottom diagram, with solid dark warp and
(unmarked) all light weft, is used to reveal the real structure of the fabric (which is
obscured by the alternating colors in the top drawdown).
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The authors note that while plain weave is the basic weave structure, there is a two thread
float where blocks change. Both profile threading and treadling blocks can be extended
due to the plain weave structure. The drawdown shows the pattern developing from the
color and weave effects rather than from structure.
Chapter Two - Creating New Arrangements (page 143)
First, the authors present a summary based on the previous chapter’s examples.
1 - Summary of Properties (page 143)
The examples of the preceding chapter provide evidence for the following rules:
-

reducing the number of shafts per profile block results in fewer choices of
weave structures that can be used; and
- if shafts are common to two or more of the profile threading blocks, then there
are restrictions in arranging the blocks.

Block threadings can be arranged as follows:
-

if one defines a group of threads for each block in a profile threading so that
there are no shafts common to the blocks, then:
-- when the number of blocks = (number of shafts) / 4 , then:
there are four shafts available per block.
-- when the number of blocks = (number of shafts)/3 , then:
there are three shafts available per block.
-- when the number of blocks = (number of shafts)/ 2 , then:
there are two shafts available per block.

-

if one defines a group of threads for each block in a profile threading so that
there are only binding shafts in common between blocks, then:
-- when there are two binding shafts, then:
number of blocks = number shafts – 2, and there are 3 shafts per block.
-- when there is one binding shaft, then:
number of blocks = number shafts – 1, and there are 2 shafts per block.

-

if one creates a threading with independent blocks that have common pattern
shafts, and
-- number of blocks = number shafts,
and there can be two shafts per block
-- number of blocks = number shafts,
and there can be three shafts per block.
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The authors remind the reader that there are restrictions regarding extending profile
threading blocks and rearranging blocks in the profile tie-up.
2 - Creating new arrangements (page 144)
M&R note that the previous seven examples are not an exhaustive list of all possible
block threadings. They offer two techniques (and give several examples of each) for
generating additional threading arrangements based on using independent blocks and
dependent blocks.
a) Independent block threadings (blocks with no pattern shafts in common) (page 144)
Using a concrete six shaft example, M&R give several techniques for modifications to a
block threading so that it can be extended, repeated, and support several choices of weave
structures. The following are provided as suggestions:
a1 - add two binding threads between blocks to allow for rearranging blocks
a2 - add two binding threads per block threading cell to allow for unlimited
extension
a3 - add a binding thread in the manner of the summer and winter unit weave to
save shafts while keeping the properties of the profile design
a4 - change the number of binding threads per pattern thread (e.g., use 2 for 1) to
allow weft patterning on a plain weave ground
a5 - add one shaft between pattern threads to eliminate the extension and
rearrangement properties
a6 - add another shaft for a separate binding thread between the block threadings
(threading cells) of a5 to provide extension and rearrangement properties.
The properties of independent blocks are:
-

since there are no pattern shafts common to blocks, any block profile design
(continuous or not) can use these block threadings;
when block threadings don’t have common shafts, there can be any
arrangement of tie-up cells; and
when block threadings do have common shafts, then the arrangement of the
tie-up depends on how adjacent blocks are arranged in the profile design.

b) Dependent block threadings (adjacent blocks with common pattern shafts) (page 146)
Using the same concrete example (on six shafts), two techniques are suggested to reduce
the number of shafts required:
b1 - each block threading shares a pattern shaft with its adjacent block, and the
threading alternates with that shared pattern shaft, allowing one to weave a rep
weave, thereby getting 4 blocks of pattern; and
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b2 - all block threadings are based on a three thread cell, comprised of the pattern
thread and the threads on the shafts on each side of the pattern thread. These
blocks weave in pairs, since there are two shafts common to adjacent blocks. This
three end unit allows unlimited extension with no increase in the number of
required shafts. Regrouping blocks is not possible. [Note: the text phrase “two
common blocks” should be “two common shafts” in the last line of page 146.]
When one uses dependent block threadings, there are constraints in the arrangement of
threading, tie-up, and treadling blocks. As previously stated, on four shafts the tie-up cell
choices are limited to 2/2 twill or fancy twills having 2 warp ends raised or 2 weft ends
not raised. The same limitation of long floats also affects the tie-up cell rearrangements
of 8 shaft dependent block designs. Generally, only non-adjacent blocks of at least three
shafts can be tied on the same treadle. M&R provide 5 simple twill tie-ups for 8 shafts.
Choice of threading and treadling
Dependent block threadings (block threadings with common pattern shafts) can only be
used in profile designs with a continuous curve (no jumps or breaks). The transformation
of a block threading onto a non-continuous curve results in tie-up constraints that may
make some block groupings impossible. That will depend on the specific arrangement of
blocks and the lengths of floats where threads on the same shafts occur in adjacent
blocks.
If within the block treadling cells there is an inherent binding, then the block treadling
cells can be freely rearranged without regard for a specific order.
3 - How to choose an arrangement (page 148)
The authors emphasize the importance of early selection of the block threading to be used
in a particular block profile design. This selection determines three important design
factors: the number of shafts needed, the maximum number of blocks possible, and,
consequently, the number of lines on which the digitized design curve must be written.
[Note: It appears that the word “curve” is misplaced on the graphic on page 148. The
word “curve” should be moved to the right and printed under the words: “definition of
the digitized ______” .]
This choice of block threading is made with respect to the type of design line desired and
also the overall design effect desired. There are two overall design effects mentioned: (1)
pattern created by a line or lines on a background (e.g., like that achievable with
overshot, a fancy twill, or summer and winter), and (2) pattern created by areas of two
contrasting weave structures. For the first, the pattern formed on a ground cloth, M&R
offer two types of design for consideration: a line based design on a solid ground and a
filled-area design on a solid ground. In the line design, it is the lines themselves that
form the pattern making up the overall design. In the filled-area design, it is the filled-in
areas that form the pattern areas making up the overall design. For a line based design,
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M&R state that adjacent blocks don’t need to be rearranged. For a filled-area based
design, blocks must be able to be extended and/or rearranged as necessary to achieve the
desired look.
For the second design effect, it is the opposition of two weaves and the associated
textures that separate the pattern area from the background area. The ideal choice is two
weaves whose block threadings and tie-up cells can be arranged to join by opposition.
This join achieves the strongest clarity of the graphic line along the boundary between
figure and ground. M&R state that the two weaves selected (one for the background, one
for the design area) should be compatible, and that the structures should have a
compatible take-up.
This section and chapter conclude with the authors’ saying that weavers should maintain
the design line, even when using a small number of shafts, at the expense of the
structure(s) chosen in the block threading(s). They state that this technique is well suited
to all designs based on block threadings that have either a plain weave structure in the
block threading or pattern ends alternating with binding ends (i.e., a tied weave).
Chapter 3 - Telescoping Threadings in Blocks (page 149)
As a summary of the telescoping process, M&R remind the reader that they have
reservations on how well telescoping works for the design effect: “filled-area design
based patterns.” However, they say that with a well-defined curve, it’s good for the
graphic line designs. Then, they remind the reader that telescoping (because it involves
manipulating the transformation base) rearranges the elements of the block threading.
Thus, depending on how the telescoping is done, one ends up with a varying ability to
arrange the resulting blocks. A bad telescoping can completely alter the overall fabric
structure.
1 - Telescoping independent block threadings (page 149)
In this section, telescoping is only considered for independent block threadings that have
at least one shaft separating them. There are no constraints on reordering (or regrouping)
these blocks. Thus, for independent blocks, the following applies:
- any telescoping base may be used.
When there are no pattern shafts common between two or more block threadings, then:
- telescoping can be performed for the original curve.
An example follows. A curved block design requiring 24 blocks is transformed into a 28
shaft summer and winter weave using the tools of the previous chapter. (The summer
and winter structure used here has four binding threads, so 24 pattern + 4 binding = 28
shafts.) Then, a telescoping base is chosen which does not change the binding (so 4 shafts
are still required to perform that function). But the threading line that was obtained in the
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first process has been changed through telescoping to a 16 shaft threading line (12 pattern
plus 4 binding).
M&R point out that if the above two steps are reversed (first telescope the design line,
then transform it to a summer and winter weave with 4 binding threads), one ends up
with exactly the same 16 shaft result.
2 - Telescoping a threading with dependent blocks (page 151)
Due to the constraints of floats in dependent block threadings (see previous chapter), only
straight line telescoping is possible. (M&R point out the need to use continuous
functions for telescoping in these circumstances, which a straight line definitely is!)
a) Telescoping the threading
M&R point out that just as for the previous example one can either first telescope or first
transform the block profile design using the selected block threading(s). With the same
telescoping base, one ends up at the same end point.
On the bottom portion of page 151, a 24 block profile design is shown. It is telescoped to
12 shafts, then a threading applied (top path) and alternately, a block threading is applied
which is then telescoped to 12 shafts (bottom path). In both cases, the same endpoint is
reached: a block threading on 12 shafts. There is some inconsistent language used in the
diagram describing this process.
b) Telescoping the tie-up and treadling
Telescoping is always done on a straight tie-up. A straight (or direct) tie-up is used
because a weave base in the tie-up is destroyed or its elements are regrouped by the
telescoping process. Using a single design curve to make their point, M&R show that one
must perform telescoping on the profile tie-up blocks and profile treadling blocks prior to
contexturizing the design with the choice of particular block threadings and treadlings.
c) Example of non-straight line telescoping
A non-continuous design curve results from a threading line telescoped on a straight base
and then amalgamated. M&R provide an example of telescoping performed on a design
curve, using a non-linear telescoping base. They state (without proof) that if the
telescoping base respects the order of even and odd numbered shafts (this guarantees at
least three shafts between two adjacent blocks), then one can still select block threadings
for the resulting non-continuous design curve to produce a woven design.
In the particular example used, M&R note that the telescoping harmonic lines and
additional secondary harmonic lines break the juxtaposition of warp/weft effects. These
broken graphic lines further weaken the pattern lines of overshot. The parallel primary
and secondary harmonic lines and broken design lines greatly reduce interest in this type
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of non-straight line telescoping. [Note: this is, of course, a matter of opinion and depends
on what your goal is. If you want clean design lines, you won’t get them with this
approach.]
M&R show (via example) that if one first transforms the block profile design to a block
threading based on a particular weave structure, then telescope this block threading with a
non-linear telescoping base, the overall integrity of the weave structure is lost.
Thus, they decide to limit themselves to first performing straight line telescoping,
followed by transformation of that telescoped block profile design to a block threading.
3 - Conclusion (page 155)
M&R state that the design curve on a fabric is the result of a treadling cell acting on a
threading cell.
With independent design blocks, all telescoping can be performed either before or after
the design blocks are transformed with block threadings.
All other block profile designs require that telescoping be performed prior to inserting
block threadings, unless one uses a straight-lined telescoping process.
M&R remind the reader to avoid use of telescoping for the surface effects based designs
(isolated from the fabric). Instead of telescoping, one should digitize the original design
curve, and then transform the design profile using independent block threadings having
no common shafts.

SECTION B METHOD OF DRAFTING ON A NETWORK (page 157)

Common to all the methods of designing using block profiles (Section A), one finds that
the minimum building block (or cell) is a two warp ends/two weft picks set of threads.
However, in this section M&R present another method of designing, attributed to work
done earlier by Brandon and Guiget in their 1938 book Methode des Initiales. This
method places a design curve on a network, thus achieving a graphic resolution of one
warp/one weft. Rather than placing a weave structure onto a design curve (which is the
general process of designing with blocks), one places the design curve onto a weave
structure which repeats as an initial across a network..
Chapter One - The Network (page 157)
M&R define an initial for a network in the first sentence of this chapter. It is a threading
repeat (or group of threads) from which one can create two or more weaves that are, in
some way, opposites. These opposite weaves include:
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-

weft emphasis vs. warp emphasis, for the same weave structure (e.g., 1/3 and
3/1 twill);
- two different (visually) weaves based on the same threading (e.g., a twill
threading which can be woven to produce two very different designs); and
- two different weave structures (e.g., a fancy complex weave vs. plain weave).
An example of the second type of “opposition weaves” is given on the bottom of page
157. In the example, the threading repeat is 24 threads on 6 shafts. M&R state that this
threading repeat can be used as the initial of a network, by repeating it both in height and
width.
Although any threading repeat could be an initial, M&R point out practical conditions
that an initial must meet:
-

it should generally be built using 2 to 8 shafts, or it will graphically dominate
the design itself (if there are fewer than 24 shafts used);
it is not limited in length, but very elaborate initials may affect the precision
of curves in a design; and
the initial cannot contain groups of shafts reserved for binding ends. (If it
does, then the vertical stacking of the initial to create a network will be
problematic.)

M&R recommend selection of an initial that allows for strong color contrast in warp and
weft, or strong contrast in textures, which is hard to achieve when the design is based on
block threadings. An illustration (page 158) shows a threading repeated in height and
width to form a network along with the initial.
Chapter Two - Building a curve on a network and the properties of this curve (page 159)
Curves are created on a particular network by overlaying the design curve (“theoric
threading”) on the network. The threading curve is defined by the places where a point
on the design curve coincides with any point on the network. If a point on the design
curve does not intersect a point on the network, then the closest network point to it is
used for the threading. As in a regular threading draft, there is only one point in any
column but there may be many points per row depending on the design curve and the
network. This is shown in a diagram on the middle of page 159. The diagram shows the
initial (top right corner), the design curve (top, solid stepped-line), the network based on
the initial (lightly colored points), and the curve (darkly colored points) overlaid on the
network.
Curve Properties on a Network (page 159)
1 - M&R show that for a networked curve, repeating units of the base weave in the
treadling produces the same fabric as the one obtained by using the treadling from this
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initial’s networked weave repeat. They show this for the original networked curve as
well as for the networked curve, telescoped from 21 to 6 shafts.
2 - Weaving a networked curve with its original treadling results in a transition zone
between the original design area and its background.
Keeping both of these properties in mind allows one to define two or more structures to
be used in the treadling, which will not only differentiate the woven design from its
background, but will also eliminate undesireable floats at the design/background
boundaries. This can be done by choosing simple weaves compatible with the initial and
using the weave(s) versus its opposite(s) for distinguishing the pattern area versus the
background area. M&R direct the reader to follow the rules of damask and then provide
six examples of these opposites on page 161.
Chapter Three - Linear Initial (page 162)
M&R define a linear initial to be a straight threading repeat. It therefore is always square
because the number of shafts is equal to the number of warp ends in the initial. This
relation defines the period of the network. The linear is the easiest initial to work with,
they state. All threadings built on the linear initial are able to reproduce all the weave
units in the treadling draft, as long as these weave units are the same size as the initial.
In the example on the top of page 162, they give the example of a five end linear initial
using the opposite 5 end satin weaves shown on page 161. The point is that with the five
end initial, the fabric will be joined correctly at the boundaries between the design and
background because the satins are compatible with the initial, and use of these opposites
ensures control of floats.
1 - Method of building a threading on one network (page 162)
This section shows the relationship between the digitized curve, the number of shafts
needed, and the period of the network. The example is for a linear initial, but the method
also applies to a nonlinear initial.
M&R start with a curve defined on 12 shafts. To make the curve the same thickness as
the network period of 5 (that is, the length of the initial), one must add four more points
to each point on the 12 shaft curve. This produces a curve of width five, needing now
12 + 4 = 16 shafts. Graphically, the result looks like the stroke of a paint brush. When
placed on top of the network, the brush stroke intersects (or coincides with) the points of
the network only once for each column.
M&R propose the general rule:
definition of the curve (how many shafts it can use) =
number of shafts available - period of the network + 1
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Two examples are given on page 163. On the top example, a curve has been reduced to
13 shafts via digitizing. To put it on a network of period 4 (the initial is a twill of length
four) requires a total of 16 shafts ( 13 = 16 - 4 + 1). Similarly, the second example looks
at a curve reduced to 9 shafts, but placed on a network based on an 8-end initial. This
requires 16 shafts (9 = 16 - 8 + 1).
M&R conclude that the choice of the base weaves and, therefore, of the initial (four or
eight end, in the two examples) affects the accuracy of the curve if the number of shafts
one has to work with stays the same (in this case, 16).
In the note on the top of page 164, M&R propose an alternative to a networking design
problem: the progressive deterioration of the design curve (due to an initial size which
may force up the number of shafts needed and create weak lines without mass). Their
alternative to digitizing the original curve to fewer shafts is to telescope the resulting
networked curve to the necessary number of shafts. An example of a networked curve,
first digitized and then telescoped, appears on the bottom of page 164. This also
illustrates the design’s surface degradation caused by telescoping networked curves.
2 - Evolution of the surface limits as a function of the initial (page 165)
This section provides three examples of design degradation caused by increasing the
network period (or size of the initial) while holding all else (number of shafts, treadling)
constant. It appears the period is increased from 4 to 6 to 8 in these examples. One can
observe the decreased definition of the curve as the network period is increased.
Two points are made with the top example:
-

in building a profile threading, a strong block effect (or stair-step look)
detracts from the original curve; and
in building a networked threading, the size of the initial most affects the
original curve and causes blurred edges, even when the one-shaft reduction is
maintained.

The second example points to the matter of scale. M&R point out that if the graphic
scale needs to be increased, it is best to do this by means other than by extending the
initial period. However, if the designer maintains an initial of eight for large design
repeats, the transition float zone between the figure and the background will not be
increased. The third example shows the reverse of this: the period is doubled from the
previous example, and the graphic definition is so vague that there is little scale.
M&R state that as a general rule, one should avoid using initials of size equal to or
greater than eight except for large repeats (a threading or treadling repeat greater than
200), or when one wishes to have the resulting effects as part of the design.
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3 - The threading gradient: positioning large repeats (page 166)
This section looks at ways to change the scale of a design. M&R remark that as part of
the design process, one frequently expands the original design.
To change scale with block profiles:
- changing a theoretical threading (i.e., a block profile design) to a practical
threading always introduces a scale change. (Each element of the theoretical
threading is replaced with a set of at least two threads, warp and weft.)
- larger changes in scale can be made by expanding blocks. (If a unit weave is
being used, threading blocks can be repeated. Or, one may use a larger threading
block substitution, such as a 16 thread/block Bateman weave rather than a four
thread/block twill weave. [Note: This last is my example, supplementing M&R’s
words.] )
To change scale using a networking initial:
- there is no scale change when converting a theoretical threading to a practical
threading on a network: each “thread” of the theoretical threading (or design
threading) corresponds to exactly one point on the network.
- changes in scale can be made by positioning the curve on a larger network
repeat: the curve is expanded, lengthened.
On the bottom of page 166 M&R give an example that shows a curve expanded in both
warp and weft. They note that the transition zone between the background and design
areas does not change when the scale of the curve is changed, because the network initial
is kept constant. The transition area is extended in the warp direction when the treadling
curves are expanded.
Cases of the straight-draw type threading (page 167)
M&R give three examples of scale changes that result just from changing the gradient of
a twill threading. They remind the reader that frequently designers prefer working with a
straight threading for the versatility it provides: simply by changing the treadling, one
obtains significant design changes in the fabric.
4 - Comparing a block threading and a network threading (page 168)
At this point, M&R feel the reader understands how implementing a curve with an initial
compares to implementing the same curve with blocks. [Note: “implementing” is used
here to mean change from a theoretical design threading to a weaveable or practical
threading.]
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An example is given to demonstrate the differences. In summary, using blocks keeps the
design “clean”: there is no transition zone, but the design itself is impacted. The
modified curves are blocky. Using an initial results in a better preserved design, but the
cost is introduction of a transition zone between the design and the background, when
woven.
Chapter Four - Curve telescoping on an initial network (page 169)
This chapter looks at curves that are not telescoped on a network (built on a particular
initial). However, if the curve needs to be telescoped to fit on fewer shafts while keeping
the weave structure consistent with the network’s initial, then the telescoping base must
be one that will not alter the network.

1 - Choice of telescoping base (page 169)
For a telescoped curve to be written on a network whose initial is length n, then M&R
state that it suffices to use a telescoping base built on the straight initial network of size n.
[Note that this section refers to a straight initial, which is the same thing as a linear
initial.]
An example of this is provided on page 169. In the middle of the page, the telescoping
base is drawn (based on 16 shafts). Then, a draft shows the corresponding treadling for a
straight tie-up. A multiple draft (bottom right) shows the telescoped curve (original curve
is bottom left). By looking very carefully, one can see that the weave structure’s
“opposites”, in this case 3/1 versus 1/3 twill, are preserved. One can also see the
harmonics introduced due to telescoping.
M&R state that when a curve is built on a complex network (one which does not use a
straight initial) the telescoping base must still be built on a straight initial of the same
period (length). A second example is provided on page 170. This example shows a 13
end telescoping base built on a five end straight initial.
2 - Relative freedom and secondary initial (page 171)
Telescoping a curve with a base that preserves the network and the weave structure
(previous section) restricts the weaver’s ability to control the harmonics. M&R state that
in most cases, one is forced to use telescoping bases built on a network where the period
(length of the initial) is less than the primary initial and a factor of the primary initial.
This type of telescoping results in a new network. That new network’s initial is called a
secondary initial.
With the creation of a secondary initial, M&R pose the question: what is left of the weave
structures that were used with the primary (original) initial? Recall that the telescoping
base introduces an area of harmonics whose width, measured from any part of the
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original draft, is equal to the relative freedom of that telescoping base. Within this area,
the characteristics of the primary initial network hold.
M&R provide an example of this on the bottom of page 171 to top of page 172. They
remind us that interfering bases assure a good dispersal of harmonics while maintaining
optimum relative freedom. They note that interfering telescoping bases built on a straight
initial of two are very useful when telescoping curves on networks based on 4, 6, or 8 end
initials. A final example is given on the top of page 173.
3 - Positioning on a network precedes telescoping (page 173)
M&R begin this section by reminding the reader that when using independent threading
blocks, the blocks themselves can be telescoped prior to substituting them into a block
profile.
However, when working on a network, positioning the curve on the network always
precedes telescoping. M&R point out that the act of telescoping creates a more complex
threading and treadling, and it is very difficult to select a set of weave structures that
would work well in the treadling. Two examples point out some of the difficulties at the
end of the section.
4 - Conclusion, and how to telescope a threading on an initial network (page 174)
The following summary statements are made:
- the threading placement onto a network always precedes telescoping;
- if the telescoping base used is built on a straight (linear) initial the same length
as the primary initial, then the secondary network will be the same as the
primary network;
- if the telescoping base used is built on a straight initial whose length m is a
factor of the primary initial length n, then the second network is built on an
initial resulting from telescoping the primary initial;
- the relative freedom of a telescoping base keeps a harmonic zone between the
design and background areas which allows continued use of the weave
structures built on the primary initial’s network. Interfering telescoping bases
are particularly effective;
- telescoping a network threading is useful to highlight lines or brushstrokes
while maintaining a good definition of the design; and
- in order to telescope small surface effects without having the design obscured
by the weave structures chosen, one must use a telescoping base that has a
smaller relative freedom.
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SECTION C

SYNTHESIS ESSAY (Summary) page 175

M&R state two goals of this synthesis of designing with blocks and initials:
- to summarize, using a organizational scheme, the various ideas from Part Three;
and
- to suggest some areas needing further research.

Chapter One - Schematic of synthesis: a decision helper (page 175)
This section makes use of the example first defined on page 160. [Note: on the following
two pages, it is easiest to see what is being presented if the reader can match the lines on
the right edge of page 176 with the lines on the left edge of page 177. This can be done
by making a photocopy of one of these two pages.]
Starting at the middle left margin of page 176, M&R show various options for generating
a weaving draft from the 48 shaft block profile design shown. Each of the six results
shown uses the techniques described in Part Three. The top three results are all digitized,
and one is placed on a network. The two on page 177 have no harmonics but also give a
poor definition of the two circles. The bottom three have better curve definition, but also
have harmonics introduced due to telescoping.
Chapter Two - Examples of studies (page 179)
M&R state that the examples given heretofore adhered closely to the rules being
explained. The “block method” and the “initial method” were not well integrated (with
each other) for the sake of giving the reader a clear explanation of each. However, M&R
note that these two approaches are not exclusive of each other. They can and should be
combined to create more original designs that are not tarnished with an overly technical
appearance.
The six examples that follow are meant to inspire the reader to use the techniques learned
in this book in creative ways. M&R discuss the three elements that the designer must
reflect on to form design curves: design features (use of design areas and lines), scale of
the design, and the interactions of different weave structures.
GENERAL CONCLUSION (page 183)
M&R repeat and give emphasis to conclusions stated previously. They speculate about
the reason more weavers did not use the initial method earlier this century, when it was
first defined by Brandon and Guiguet. They note that the various stages of design often
have small conflicts with each other that the designer’s judgement must resolve. They
leave the reader with their wish that further work be done and shared, using these
methods.
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